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PERTINENT DATA

LOCK AND DAM 7 - LA CRESCENT, MINNESOTA (NEAR LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN)

Normal upper pool Elev. 639.0
Normal minimum tailwater Elev. 631.0
Nominal lift 8.0 feet

Drainage area 62,340 square miles
Project pool area 13,440 acres

Maximum flood flow (Apr 1965) 274,000 cfs
Minimum flow (Dec 1933) 2,300 cfs
Average flow 27,800 cfs

Roller gates 5 @ 80 by 20 feet
Tainter gates 11 @ 35 by 15 feet
Top of roller gate sill Elev. 619.0
Top of tainter gate sill Elev. 624.0
Top of earth dike Elev. 649.0

PROPOSED HYDROPOWER PLANT

WOO 8-unit option 12-unit option

Total nameplate capacity (kW) 4,800 7,200
° 85% firm power (kW) (Jul-Aug) 2,900 3,900

85% firm power (kW) (Dec-Jan) 4,100 4,900
Plant factor 0.78 0.72
Average annual energy (MWh) 33,000 45,300

Construction first cost $16,300,000 $24,600,000
Benefit-cost ratio 1.03 1.01

UNIT DESIGN PARAMETERS

Turbine type Horizontal propelier turbine

with adjustable blades

K Runner diameter 118.1 inches (3.0 meters)

Design head 7.0 feet
* Minimum head 3.0 feet

Design flow 1,180 cfs
Capacit% 600 kW



RECONNAISSANCE REPORT

FOR

HYDROPOWER

LOCK AND DAM 7

MISSISSIPPI RIVER

NEAR LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN

SYLLABUS

This report presents a preliminary evaluation of the addition of

hydropower at the existing navigation lock and dam 7. The study shows

that installation of a hydroplant with a 4,800-kW (kilowatt) or 7,200-

kW nameplate rating is economical. Pertinent data concerning the site

and two optional installations are shown on the preceding page.

Severe environmental impacts do not appear to be associated with con-

struction of a plant of the sizes investigated despite the proximity of

the lock and dam to an environmentally sensitive area. Hydropower is one

of the most ecologically sound means of producing electricity because it

uses a nonpolluting, renewable energy source -- water flow -- allowing non-

renewable energy sources to be conserved.

The energy available at lock and dam 7 can be an important contribu-

tion to our Nation's energy independence. A 7,200-kW system would produce"0

an average energy equivalent of 70,000 barrels of oil or 20,000 tons of

coal per year.

The District Engineer recommends that the Corps of Engineers prepare

a feasibility report which can serve as a basis for congressional authori-

zation for hydropower plant construction at lock and dam 7.
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RECONNAISSANCE REPORT

FOR HYDROPOWER

LOCK AND DAM 7

MISSISSIPPI RIVER

NEAR LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN

STUDY AND REPORT

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The studies presented in this report represent preliminary or recon-

naissance level detail. The purpose of the report is to determine whether

a feasibility study should be conducted. Significant time and resources

can be invested in a feasibility study. Thus, a decision to proceed with

a study should be based on a finding that a potentially viable project can

be developed. The reconnaissance study is designed to reduce the chance of

a subsequent unfavorable finding and maximize the potential for identifying

* and moving forward with attractive projects. Therefore, the reconnaissance

study is a relatively complete small-scale feasibility investigation in which

the issues expected to be important in the feasibility stage are raised, and

a first cut economic analysis is performed. A favorable economic feasibility

finding is a strong indication that further detailed study (a feasibility

study) is warranted subject to assessment of potentially critical negative

issues.

2
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STUDY AIND AUTHORITY

Recognizing the importance of continued and successful operation of

S.completed projects, Congress provided the Corps with the authority to stud

possible modifications to existing projects. This authority is contained

in Section 216 of the Flood Control Act of 1970 (Public Law 9l-(11) which

states:

"The Secretary of the Army, acting through the Chief of E .rs, is

-. authorized to review the operation of projects, the construction of

which has been completed, and which were constructed by the Corps of

.- Engineers in the interest of navigation, flood control, water supply,

and related purposes, when found advisable due to the significantly

changed physical or economic conditions, and to report thereon to Con-

*gress with recommendations on the advisability of modifying the struc-

tures or the operation, and for improving the quality of the environ-

ment in the overall public interest."

The reconnaissance study for hydropower addition at lock and dam 7 was con-

ducted under this authority. If warranted and approved, an interim feasi-

bility study will be done under the authority contained in the House Committee

on Public Works resolution, dated 11 December 1969, which requests the Corps

_ of Engineers:

* 3
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",...to review the reports of the Chief of Engineers on the Mississippi

River between Coon Rapids Dam and the mouth of the Ohio River... with

a view toward determining whether any modifications of the existing

project should be made at this time in the interest of providing in-

creased flood control, and for allied purposes on the Mississippi River."

COORDINATION AND STUDY PARTICIPANTS

Because this reconnaissance study is preliminary, an intensive public

involvement program was not conducted. Agencies and interests were informed

of the initiation of the study and were invited to participate in the study.

. A copy of the notice and pertinent responses are included in Appendix B,

Coordination.

Primary participants in the study include the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission (FERC), Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and the St. Paul District,

Corps of Engineers. Under the Federal Power Act and other legislation, FERC

has broad responsibilities related to planning, construction, and operation

* of water resource projects, particularly in regard to power development. One

of those responsibilities'is establishment of values for power that might be

produced at lock and dam 7. Correspondence related to power value determin-

ation is included in Appendix B.
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The FWS, under the authority of and in accordance with the Fish and

Vildlife Coordination Act, is the primary agency from which the Corps of

Engineers will obtain Federal fish and wildlife resource data and planning

input. The FWS has provided preliminary comments regarding a potential

hydropower project at lock and dam 7. Its planning aid letter is included

in Appendix B.

The Pepartment of Energy (DOE), Office of Power Marketing Coordination,

is responpible for all marketing of Corps-produced power. This office has

not been officially contacted regarding distribution of any power that may

be produced at lock and dam 7. If a feasibility study is done, coordination

will be maintained regarding power marketing.

The St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers, is chiefly responsible for

this study and the report. The reconnaissance report will serve as a coor-

dination vehicle because it will be distributed to all interested Federal

and State agencies and the public. Comments received will help guide future

efforts during the feasibility study.

STUDIES OF OTHER6

No other agency or interest has studitd lock and dam 7 in detail for

4 hydropower addition. The Corps of Engineers is completing the National

Hydropower Study; lock and dam 7 is one of the sites investigated.

I"
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The National Hydropower Study was authorized by Section 167 of the

Water Resources Development Act of 19,, (Public Law 94-587). The study is

to provide a general but comprehensive appraisal of the potential for in-

cremental or new hydropower generation at existing dams and other water

resource projects, as well as undeveloped sites in the United States. Pre-

liminary results of that study, which is being managed by the Institute for

Water Resources of the Corps of Engineers, show apparent economic feasibility

for hydropower addition at lock and dam 7.

In a closely related study (both geographically and hydrologically),

Dairyland Power Cooperative has appraised the hydroelectric potential at

lock and dam 8 at Genoa, Wisconsin. The study was prepared by Commonwealth

Associates. Dairyland Power did the economic analysis. The results indicate

that hydroelectric development at lock and dam 8 may be feasible from a

technical, environmental, and economic standpoint. Because of required coor-

dination of the hydroelectric facility with Mississippi River navigation and

Corps of Engineers ownership of the existing dam, Dairyland has indicated

that it may be appropriate for the Corps of Engineers to develop and operate

* hydroelectric facilities at the existing navigation dams with Dairyland

. purchasing the energy output from the Corps-owned facilities. Lock and dam

8 is one site included for future study in the Corps of Engineers hydropower

investigation.

Mitchell Energy, Inc., of Boston, Massachusetts, has applied for a pre-

liminary permit from FERC to study lock and dam 7 for hydropower. DOE funding

for such studies is available. The preliminary permit is still pending,

* and, if granted, Mitchell Energy (or other entity granted the permit) will
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be entitled to study the site. If results are favorable, a permit for develop-

ment could be sought. No duplication of study effort or Federal funding be-

tween the Corps and Mitchell Energy (or other) is anticipated. Corps study

documents and backup are open to all upon request. The Corps will, however,

continue its hydropower study in satisfying agency obligations to Congress,

even where non-Federal interests have sought or received a FERC permit to

study hydropower development at that Corps project.

THE REPORT AND STUDY PROCESS

Results of the reconnaissance studies are contained in this report and

include recommendations for further feasibility investigations. The report

consists of a main report (including plates showing drawings of selected

alternatives) and technical appendixes.

The reconnaissance study was started in February 1980 and culminates with

this report. If warranted and approved by Corps of Engineers higher echelons,

the feasibility study for hydropower addition at lock and dam 7 will begin

in fiscal year 1982 and will be completed in April 1985. The final feasibility

report would be submitted to Congress which could authorize a hydropower project

at lock and dam 7. However, authorization, advance planning, and funding by

Congress are necessary before any recommended actions could be taken.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

NATIONAL OBJECTIVES

In accordance with the Principles and Standards for Planning Water and

Related Land Resources, national economic development and environmental quality

are the two principal planning objectives. These guidelines mandate that all

federally assisted water resources projects be planned to achieve these

national objectives.
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" National Economic Development (NED) - Enhance the development of

the Nation's economy by increasing the value of the output of goods and

- services and improving national economic efficiency.

. Environmental Quality (EQ) - Enhance the quality of the environment

by managing, conserving, preserving, restoring, or improving natural and

cultural resources and ecological systems.

The social well-being and regional development accounts are also considered

* important. Viable alternatives to solve current and prospective water and

related land resource problems will be evaluated and examined in light of

the goals of increqsing national and regional economic gains, enhancing the

quality of the environment, and improving social well-being.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Lock and dam 7 is located on the Mississippi River at river mile 702.6

above the mouth of the Ohio River. It is near La Crosse in west-central

Wisconsin. It is one of the 13 navigation locks and dams built in the 1930's

along the Upper Mississippi in the St. Paul District. The dam and dikes

which connect the Minnesota and Wisconsin shorelines create the large ex-

*panse of Lake Onalaska which is a very valuable aesthetic, recreation, and

biological resource. Pool 7 is heavily used by recreation boaters from the

La Crosse area. Lock and dam 7 has the greatest number of pleasure boats

passing through it of all locks in the St. Paul District.

8



The Dairyland Power Cooperative serves the potential market area

for energy generated at lock and dam 7. Because a cooperative is designated

as a preferred customer for sale of any federally generated power, Dairyland

would probably receive priority consideration if hydropower were developed

at lock and dam 7. Assuming an installed capacity of 12.7 MW (megawatts)

as derived during the National Hydropower Study and that this capacity

was considered fitm, a hydropower project at lock and dam 7 would provide

only about 1.8 percent of Dairyland's current winter system demands. About

1 percent might be more realistic considering a somewhat lower value for the

development's firm capacity during the critical winter period.

Structural Integrity

The stability and structural integrity of lock and dam 7 is considered

excellent. The latest periodic inspection in 1978 did not reveal any sizable

settlement or deflection for the gated concrete dam and storage yard piers.

The foundation soils (see the boring logs on plate 1) are fine to medium coarse

sand to at least a depth of 30 feet. Other borings not shown indicate sand

tQ a depth of 62 feet. The clean sands would provide a stable and competent

* foundation for the proposed structures and would not present any problems

during dewatering and construction.

Long-term ongoing erosion both upstream and downstream of the 
gated

concrete dam section has been occurring since the structure was 
built in the

1930's. This scour has resulted in lowering the river bottom elevation 10-

15 feet upstream of the dam and 40-50 feet downstream of the dam, with 
slopes

averaging lV on 3H, beginning just off the structure and extending to the

toe of the scour.

49
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In 1979, a local slope failure occurred on the downstream slope of

the storage yard, immediately east of the wing wall that borders on the

easternmost tainter gate monolith. The failure exposed about 35 feet of

the concrete wing wall and created a scarp approximately 150 feet long,I
60 feet wide, and 30 feet deep. The massive sand slide was attributed to

the undercuttipg of the toe of the embankment by the scour action generated

from adjacent tainter gates. The failure was repaired and the slope stabi-

lized with the placement of 8,100 tons of rock fill.

The existing scour poses no threat to the stability of the concrete

dam; however, because the erosion is continual, remedial measures may have

to be taken some time in the future. These measures might include the place-

ment of fill in the scour holes and extending the existing riprap above and

below the gated concrete dam.

Hydrologic Power Evaluation

The flow from the Mississippi River at lock and dam 7 is estimated from

the 51 years of data from the U.S. Geological Survey gage at Winona, Minne-

sota. The drainage area of the basin above the project is 62,340 square

miles, which is 5.3 percent larger than the drainage area above Winona. The

only major tributary between these two points is the Black River, which drains
14

2,250 square miles of Wisconsin into Lake Onalaska.

10
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-7 At lock and dam 7, all the gates are raised out of the water when

the flow reaches approximately 82,000 cfs (cubic feet per second). The

head (loss) at the dam is approximately 0.7 foot for all flows above

82,000 cfs. In an average year, flows in the spring will keep the gates

out of the water for 1 to 2 weeks. Additional periods of heavy rain during

the summer and fall can also cause high flows and sometimes flooding.

The average monthly flows at lock and dam 7 are shown in the following

table:

Average monthly flows

Month Flow (cfs) Month Flow (cfs)

January 14,300 July 29,700

February 14,500 August 20,000

March 28,700 September 20,900

April 61,200 October 20,000

May 47,900 November 21,000

June 39,500 December 16,300

The production of hydropower is always directly related to two factors-

head and flow. A third factor, the amount of storage available, strongly

influences tile flexibilit' of the power production. If the flows in a stream

are variable, because of weather and other factors, storage can be used to

moderate the flows and will allow flood volumes to be used for power rather

than spilled.

11
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The volume of the reservoir at lock and dam 7 is variable and depends

- on the flow in the river and the stages at the dam and upstream control

point. For stages of 639.0 and 640.0, the total storage volume in the pool

is approximately 50,000 acre-feet. However, the pool is required by regu-

lation procedures to remain at elevation 639.0 + 0.2 foot for normal opera-

tions. The net storage is reduced to about 5,000 acre-feet. This amount

could allow some flexibility for daily operations during special periods;

however, daily cycling for hydropower probably would not be allowed. Plants

with only minimum storage (pondage) are usually termed "run-of-river plants,"

because the power available at any moment is limited by the existing flow

conditions. Lock and dam 7 is a classic example of a "run-of-river" project.

Flow reliability is a strong design factor in run-of-river plants. The

flow at lock and dam 7 is greater than 10,000 cfs on 8 days out of 9. This

flow of water is reasonably steady for power generation. However, for flows

above 20,000 cfs, the usable head begins to fall off quite rapidly because

more of the available head is being used for transport of the river's flow.

At 57,000 cfs, the net head is 3 feet, approximately the lower limit for

practical turbine operations.

For run-of-river plants, an analysis using the flow-duration technique

is satisfactory for determining available power and energy. Usually, the

flow is represented by the flow-duration curve, and an average head is used.

However, for this and similar cases where head is variable, it is appropriate

to consider this variation. This method is shown in Appendix C, Hydrologic

Power and Energy Analysis. Included in this analysis are sections for average

annual energy, firm power analysis and average weekly generation.

12



Environmental Setting

Terrestrial Resources - The main geographic feature of the study area is the

Mississippi River gorge or valley. Within the 5-mile-wide valley in the

vicinity of lock and dam 7 are a series of stream terraces on the east side,

the floodplain, and the river on the west or Minnesota side of the valley.

The climate is humid-continental, with severe winters and about 29

inches of precipitation annually.

The vegetation in the immediate project area is primarily floodplain

forest. Pools 7 and 8 contain a variety of vegetation types, with extensive

areas of marsh and aquatic vegetation and floodplain forest.

Most of the floodplain of pools 7 and 8 is managed as part of the Upper

Mississippi River Wild Life and Fish Refuge. Besides terrestrial game species,

the complex riverine wetlands in the refuge support furbearers and an abun-

dance of migratory waterfowl, including canvasback ducks. Lake Onalaska,

immediately upstream of lock and dam 7, is noted as a feeding and resting

area for migratory waterfowl.

13
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Aquatic Resources - Pools 7 and 8 of the Mississippi River contain a variety

. of aquatic habitats in addition to the main river channel. The Black River,

Shingle Creek, and Tank Creek (Wisconsin tributaries to pool 7) form an ex-

tensive delta in the river floodplain. Lake Onalaska, just downstream of this

delta and separated from the main channel of the Mississippi River by a

chain of islands, is immediately above lock and dam 7. The lake is rapidly

filling with sediment and progressing toward a hypereutrophic condition.

The physical character of Lake Onalaska is expected to change drastically

in the next 30 to 40 years.

Water quality of the Mississippi River at lock and dam 7 is relatively

good, at least when compared with other reaches of the river. The water is

moderately hard, is well supplied with dissolved oxygen, and has sufficient

plant nutrientq to support summer algal blooms. Turbidity varies seasonally

from about 2 to 3 JTU's (Jackson Turbidity Units). Water temperature fluctu-

ates from 00 C to about 300 C.

Seventy-four species of fish have been reported from pool 7, and 86

species have been reported from pool 8. The extensive open water area,

variety of fish habitat, and productive waters support an abundant and diverse

fishery. Sport fishing is popular near lock and dam 7, especially on Lake
6

Onalaska and in the tailwaters of the dam. Commercial fishing is economi-

cally significant.

6
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Social Setting - Lock and dam 7 is within the La Crosse Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Area (SMSA). The population of the La Crosse SMSA was 85,855 in

1975. Major industries are retail trade, services, and manufacturing.

Recreation Resources - Pool 7 is used extensively for recreation because it

is close to the La Crosse metropolitan area. Duck hunting, fishing, and water-

oriented recreation are the most popular activities on the pool. Access to

pool 7 is good. 0. L. Kipp State Park in Minnesota and Louis Nelson Park

in Wisconsin are located on pool 7. The area supports an estimated 670,000

activity occasions annually.

Pool 8 supports an estimated 955,000 activity occasions per year with

i recreational opportunities similar to those described for pool 7.

.- Cultural Resources - No known prehistoric and/or historic sites are recorded

within the immediate project area. As of 12 November 1980, no sites cur-

rently listed on or eligible for the National Register of Historic Places

are in the immediate project area.

I-
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A more thorough discussion of the environmental setting of the project

is presented in Appendix E.

CONDITIONS IF NO ADDITIONAL FEDERAL ACTION IS TAEN

If no Federal hydropower is recommended and subsequently developed, one

of two futures is probable. One future is no action or no change from existing

conditions. This case would have no environmental or social impacts other

than those expected under present conditions. However, with no action,

several opportunities will be forgone including utilization of a renewable

* and environmentally clean energy source and capitalization on a relatively

economical source of energy.

A more probable alternative future is the development of lock and dam 7

for hydropower by someone other than the Federal Government. Low cost feder-

ally financed loans for feasibility studies and licensing are available for

* investigation of proposed projects associated with existing dams not being

used to generate hydropower. Even though lock and dam 7 is federally owned,

non-Federal entities are not prohibited from applying for hydropower licensing

at such a Federal site. In addition, Federal low-interest loans for con-

struction are available to small rural communities and certain nonprofit

organizations for such developments. Thus, if the Federal Government does

not add hydropower to lock and dam 7, some other interest might.

16



Impacts of non-Federal development would probably not differ appreciably

from those that would occur with Federal development. Opportunities forgone

in the no action alternative would be regained with this alternative.

PLANNING CONSTRAINTS

Any possible hydropower development plan proposed for lock and dam 7 must

be technically and economically sound, socially and environmentally acceptable,

and capable of being implemented. Technical factors include constraints that:

1. The plan fit in with the geometric configuration of the existing

structure and not adversely affect navigation, which is the principal and

primary purpose for lock and dam 7.

2. The plant must operate as a run-of-river facility chiefly to eliminate

adverse environmental effects.

To be recommended for further study, the selected plan must be economi-

cally justified. In other words, the benefits of the installation must out-

weigh the costs for construction and maintenance.

Possible adverse impacts on wild and scenic rivers, historic sites, en-

dangered species, migratory fish, wildlife, and other environmental amenities

must be assessed. Significant impacts should be elirinated if possible and

mitigated when they cannot be eliminated.

17
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Finally, the authority for this Section 216 reevaluation study limits

the area of consideration solely to that of the original and existing pro-

ject. Any other options not directly associated with lock and dam 7 would

have to be addressed under other authorities.

PLANNING OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the study are derived from problems identified for

the area and from Federal, State, and local laws and regulations. In addition,

the "Principals and Standards for Planning Water and Related Land Resources"

require that all federally-assisted water resource projects be planned to

achieve the national objectives stated earlier.

Specific planning objectives are definite needs, opportunities, and pro-

blems that can be addressed to enhance national economic development or envi-

ronmental quality. Specific planning objectives for this study include:

I. Increase the national economic efficiency through the development

and full utilization of a renewable and less costly energy source, thus

helping to reduce dependence in foreign fuels in the Nation and study area

during the period of analysis.

2. Contribute to a maximum reduction in the use of nonrenewable fossil

fuels in the study area and the Nation during the period of analysis, resulting

in conservation of those resources and in the enhancement of the environment

by reducing air poilution associated with plant emissions and terrestrial

degradation associated with fossil fuel discovery and mining.

3. Minimize site-specific environmental effects of hydropower

development.

18
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FORMULATION OF PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES

PLAN FORMULATION RATIONALE

The purpose of the formulation of preliminary plans is to identify and

evaluate alternative measures for fulfilling the national and specific

planning objectives. Plan formulation is iterative and designed to identify

and evaluate all possible solutions so that the best and most feasible solu-

tion can be selected. For this reconnaissance report, formulation is not

based on detailed technical evaluation of all preliminary alternatives, but

is based to a large degree on professional judgment. The level of detail

for this report is only designed to answer whether a feasible solution can

probably be developed and whether the study should be continued. If warranted,

feasibility studies will commence, and alternatives will be more thoroughly

evaluated.

An interdisciplinary team was assembled early in the reconnaissance study

to develop a strategy for selecting a site along the dam and adjoining dike at

which installation of hydropower might be most practical from all viewpoints

of the team. After the site was selected, the team met periodically to

evaluate the different scales of development and use of different machinery

to find the most cost effective and least environmentally damaging measures.

The following sections provide more details on how the preliminary plan for

hydropower addition at lock and dam 7 was developed.

19
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0 LOCATIONS CONSIDERED

As discussed under Existing Conditions and shown on plates I and 2,

lock and dam 7 consists of the navigatiol and auxiliary 1,)k,,, the dam

- with adjustable roller and tainter gates, an earth dike and spillway con-

necting the dam to French Island, and the Onalaska earth dike and spillway

which extends from French Island to La Crosse County on the Wisconsin side

of the river. Consideration was given to locating the hydroelectric plant

at several sites along the area described above.

The Onalaska spillway adjacent to the Wisconsin mainland discharges

*water from the Black River which flows along the east side of French Island

and joins the Mississippi River at the island's downstream end. The spill-

. way and dike were built to prevent Mississippi River flows from diverting

through the Black River channel, thus holding up the navigation pool after

the navigation lock and dam and earth dike to French Island were completed.

- The spillway is designed to pass flows which would have occurred in the Black

River channel under natural (before lock and dam 7) conditions.

To be cost effective, hydropower development must use the maximum flow

that the Mississippi River has to offer at lock and dam 7. Placing the

development at the Onalaska spillway would divert most of the Mississippi

- -" River flow through Lake Onalaska and downstream along the Black River channel.

The flow regime through Lake Onalaska and downstream along the Black River

S--channel would be modified significantly. Because Lake Onalaska is a sensi-

tive and relatively fragile environmental system, this change in flow would

I2
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have adverse impacts. Also, extensive and costly channel modifications

along the Black River downstream of the spillway would be necessary to

- accommodate the high flows associated with the hydropower development.

For the above reasons, the Onalaska spillway was not considered further

as a site for the project.

The earth dike section which joins the navigation dam to French Island

was also considered as a potential hydropower site. The fixed concrete

spillway offered some positive aspects for construction. The easy road

access to the east end of the spillway from French Island along the dikes

would facilitate construction and would allow for access for future main-

tenance and operation of the hydropower plant. However, as with the Onalaska

spillway site, increased flow through that area after plant construction

would change flow patterns in Lake Onalaska. In addition, the increased

flows would adversely affect the wetland areas downstream of the spillway.

For these latter reasons, the dike section was dismissed as a possible site

for the development.

Because maintaining flows essentially as they presently exist appears

to have the least negative impacts, the area in and around the existing lock

and dam structure, where most Mississippi River flow is passed, seemed most

appropriate. Several locations in that area were considered.
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In some respects, the auxiliary lock which was never completed for

navigation would be an ideal site for hydropower units. The auxiliary

lock could be dewatered relatively easily for the construction of the

hydropower plapt. Its proximity to the main lock control station would

aid in the monitoring of the facility and maintenance after construction.

In addition, a design for the auxiliary lock at lock and dam 7 could be

almost universally applied at other locks and dams along the Mississippi

River with unused auxiliary locks. For this study, locating the plant in

U the auxiliary lock was not considered. Because the flow which would pass

through the auxiliary lock with the hydropower plant in place is large, it

was felt that pavigation might be adversely affected. A model study of the

plant located in the auxiliary lock would be necessary to develop a plan

which would enpure that no such effects would occur. Funding and time

allotted for the reconnaissance did not allow such an in-depth evaluation.

For this reasop and because using the auxiliary lock for hydropower would

eliminate the future option of its use as a navigation lock, the site at

the auxiliary lock was eliminated from consideration, at least for this

preliminary stage of study.

The tainter gate bays, because they are farthest from the navigation

channel, seemed to be the best "in river" site for installing hydropower.

Flow opening through the gate bays to provide for flood flows must generally

be preserved and is a constraint on applications in the gate bays. Main-

taining adequate opening, however, was not seen as insurmountable, and the

gate bays were retained for consideration as plant sites.

22
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The area in the storage yard adjacent to the tainter gates and the

portion of the dike adjoining the storage yard was considered. This area

would accommodate more traditional construction methods and plant designs

compared with those probable in the tainter gate bays. Hydropower develop-

ment in this area would probably not affect navigation. Moving eastward to

any great length along the dike, however, might affect the outflow channel

from Lake Onalaska which exits north of the small island just upstream of

the area as shown on plate 2. This storage yard area was also considered

further as a plant site.

The sites being considered further have engineering considerations which

may not preclude development of a hydropower project, but do affect the

feasibility of the project. One of these considerations involves the con-

struction of cofferdams above and below the gated concrete dam and portions

of the storage yard. Because of the depth of scour in these areas, cofferdam

construction of sand materials from excavation would result in a cofferdam

with a wide bottom and long side slopes. When the cofferdam is tied into the

*" dam, five or six tainter gates would have to be closed. Closing of such a

large number of gates would interfere with normal discharges, so a steel cell

cofferdam plan using a narrow tie-back intact at the piers was considered.

The steel cells are more costly, but provide a suitable alternative for

cofferdams during construction.
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Finally, placement of the hydropower project in the storage yard dike

area would involve a large amount of excavation, primarily for the discharge

channel. Though the gated concrete dam, storage yard, and storage yard dike

project sites all have some restrictions, none are considered severe enough

to preclude further study.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

As described in the preceding section and shown on the following photo-

Vgraph, locating potential development at lock and dam 7 was primarily con-

sidered along the dike adjacent to the storage yard, in the tainter gate bays,

and in the storage yard area.

°&
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Three optional scales of development were considered to better optimize

the project. Because Allis-Chalmers tube turbine units are standardized

and appeared to be most economical for low-head applications, the three

levels of development were based on using those units. A 3,000-millimeter

(9.84 foot) runner diameter unit was selected, primarily because of head and

flow characteristics. The three optional scales of development considered

using 8, 12, and 16 of the standard 3,000-millimeter units which at a rated

head of 7.0 feet would produce 4.8, 7.2, and 9.6 MW, respectively. These

figures are lower than the 127 MW reported in the National Hydropower Study

h- because project costs rose significantly during the reconnaissance study.

Positioning of the units for each option was considered at various sites

along the area near the east end of the dam as stated above. For each option,

(30 the following three alternatives were considered:

1. Installing all units in the dike adjacent to the storage yard. These

alternatives were designated "D" in the following figure.

2. Installing six units in the storage yard bays and two units per-

manently in the far eastern tainter gate bay with additional units in the dike

east of the storage yard. These alternatives were designated "SD" in the

following figure.

3. installing six units in the storage yard bays and two units per-

manently in the far eastern tainter gate bay as above with additional liftable

units in the adjoining tainter gate bays. These alternatives were designated

"GS" alternatives in the following figure.

25



. In all, eight alternatives were considered. The following figure shows

the location of each alternative.

26
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. iPLANS OF OTHERS

No plans for development of hydropower at lock and dam 7 have been

considered by local utility companies, public entities, or other Federal

agencies.

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES

NARROWING ARRAY OF ALTERNATIVES

Each preliminary alternative was evaluated by the interdisciplinary

team. The following table shows the results of the assessment/evaluation.
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As shown on the table, the dike alternatives (8D, 12D, and 16D) rank

lower in relation to comparative scales of development of the "SD" and "GS"

alternatives. The construction first costs for the dike (D) alternatives

are slightly higher, and adverse environmental effects are more severe.

However, alternative 8D ranks second overall.

The environmental effects are more adverse for the dike (D) alterna-

tives for two reasons. First, placing hydropower generation facilities in

the dike would require significantly more excavation for headrace and tailrace

channels. This material would probably have to be trucked to an upland

disposal site. Other alternatives would require less excavation, and the

effects of transportation and placement of the material would be less

environmentally severe. Second, the headrace channel for the dike altern-

" atives would encroach on the small island just north and east of the storage

yard. The damage to the island and the proximity of the headrace channel

to the outlet of Lake Onalaska north of the island would cause adverse

effects. Probably most significant is the likelihood of changed lake out-

flows which might adversely affect the Lake Onalaska ecosystem.

Placing the units in the storage yard dike (alternatives 12SD and 16SD)

compares closely in cost with the gate-storage yard alternatives (12GS and

16GS). Environmental effects are slightly but not significantly more adverse.

0O Certainty of constructability, however, is greater for alternatives 12SD and

16SD. Thus, the overall ranking is comparatively higher for the SD alterna-

tives than the overall ranking ot the GS alternatives.
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As stated earlier, formulation is intended t- develop the optimal

scale of development from among a range of options. Alternatives 8S and

8D are ranked first and second overall. However, because both consider

installation of the same scale of development (eight units), only alter-

Sinative 8S was retained for further consideration. Since alternative 12SD

was ranked third overall it was also retained for further consideration.

None of the 16-unit alternatives were retained because of their low ranking

and doubtful economic feasibility.

SELECTED ALTERNATIVES

As dlscussed in the previous section, two alternatives were considered

for further study -- alternative 8S which consists of six standard tube

turbine uqits located in the storage yard area and two standard units in

the east tainter gate bay of the dam and alternative 12SD which is similar

to the above alternative with four additional units located in the dike adjacen

*to the storage yard. The following sections evaluate and assess these

alternatives from their economic and environmental perspectives as well as

their physical and engineering feasibility. Financial feasibility analysis

to determine specific cash flow characteristics of the project was not under-

taken for this stage of study.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Economic feasibility analysis compares economic costs with project

benefits. The comparison is made using a comn value base. Costs and

benefits are stated in dollar values as of October 1980, and this fixed

29
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price level is used for valuing future costs and benefits. The time frame

used for the benefit-cost analysis begins in 1990 when the project is

assumed to be installed and extends through the 100-year economic life of

the project (to 2090). Therefore, the benefit-cost comparison was prepared

for the year 1990 using 1980 dollars and prices.

The Chicago Regional Office of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commi sion

(FERC) did the benefit analysis of a hydropower addition to lock and dam 7.

In its 3 December 1980 letter to the St. Paul District, FERC calculated

the benefits as follows:

Using a coal-fueled steam-electric plant as the most likely

alternativp to the proposed hydroelectric project, power values

are summarized in the attached table. These are "at-market"

values; no transmission line costs for the hydroelectric develop-

ment have been included. All values are based on October 1, 1980

levels and reflect the following general assumptions.

Basis for Measuring Power Value

Power values are the benefits produced by a hydroelectric

plant and reflect a measure of society's "willingness to pay"

for the power produced. Because willingness to pay cannot be

directly measured, power values are based on the surrogate

costs of constructing and operating the most likely alterna-

tive if the hydroelectric project is not constructed. This

cost is given as the investment cost (capacity value) necessary

to construct the most likely alternative and the production

cost (energy value) which results from operation of the

alternative.
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Power values are based on an analysis of the difference in

system" costs resulting from the system being operated using

- - the alternative and using the proposed hydropower addition.

System operating costs for each of these cases are simulated us-

ing a probabilistic production costing computer model. The

POWRSYM Version 48 production costing model was used for this

analysis.

Electric "System" Simulated Using the Model

The combined MAPP Pool systems, as they are projected to

exist in 1990, were selected as the "system" simulated using the

production costing model. For 1990, the total energy requirement

for this system is projected to be 160,658,000 megawatt-hours

with a peak load of 32,349 megawatts expected to occur during

* the summer period.

Adjustment Factors Applied to Power Values

* The capacity value includes a credit of 5.0 percent to reflect

the greater operating flexibility of the hydroelectric plant. In

addition, the capacity value has been reduced by 6 percent to

incorporate the relative value of the hydroelectric plant capacity

based on the probability distribution describing its availability

in comparison with the availability of the coal-fueled steam-

*electric plant alternative. Accordingly, the capacity value given

in the attached table is applicable to the installed capacity of

the proposed hydroelectric plant and already incorporates the

consideration of dependable capacity.

The energy values given in the attached table reflect the

inclusion of the "energy value adjustment" which results from the

difference in annual "system" energy production between the steam-

electric alternative and the hydroelectric project. For the
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energy values shown, a credit of 0.9 mill/kWh was included.

Energy values are given based on both current fuel cost

- levels and on projected real fuel price increases. Esca-

-..- lated real fuel costs assume a 1990 project-on-line date

and a 7 3/8 cost of money to levelize them over the 100-year

N life of tle hydroelectric plant. Real fuel cost escalation

factors were taken from Department of Energy data published

K January 23, 1980 in the Federal Register, Part IX.
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POWER VALUE SUMMARY

Lock and Dam No. 7, Mississippi River

(October 1, 1980 Cost Base and 7-3/8% Cost of Money)

4800 kW - 8 Unit Installation

Capacity Value $97 .00/kW-yr
(based on installed capacity)

Energy Value -
Current Fuel Costs $18.7/M4h
Escalated Real Fuel Costs $28.2/MJh

Annual Hydroelectric Benefit

Energy Benefit
32563 M4h @ $28.2/MWh $ 918,277

Capacity Benefit
4800 kW @ $97.00/kW-yr $ 465,600

Total Annual Benefit $1,383,877

7.200 kW - 12 Unit Installation

Capacity Value $97.00/kW-yr
(based on installed capacity)

Energy Value -

Current Fuel Costs $18.8/M4h
Escalated Real Fuel Costs $28.4/MWh

Annual Hydroelectric Benefit

Energy Benefit
47665 l'Mh @ $28.4/MWh $1,353,686

Capacity Benefit
7200 kW @ $97.00/kW-yr $ 698,400

Total Annual Benefit $2,052,086

(end of excerpt from FERC letter)
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The following table shows annualized costs and benfits of the two

alternatives considered. The table on page 35 further breaks down NED

Tbenefits and costs in the format suggested in the 14 December 1979

Federal Register, Subpart H - NED Benefit Evaluation Procedures: Power

(Hydropower).

Average annual costs and benefits (1)

Amount ($1,000's)

4,800 kW 7,200 kW
Item (8 units) (12 units)

First costs 16,300 24,600

Present worth of deferred costs (2) 73 103

Interest during construction (3) 993 1,499

Present worth of salvage value (4) 21 31

Net Federal inveptment 17,345 26,171

Average annual charges 1,280 1,932

Operation and maintenance 67 102

Average annual costs 1,347 2,034

Average annual benefits 1,384 2,052

Net benefits 37 18

Benefit-cost ratio 1.03 1.01

(1) 7 3/8-percent interest rate, October 1980 prices.
. (2) Deferred costs are the present worth of the value of costs re-
. .quired for project rehabilitation at year 50.

(3) Considers 2-year construction period.
(4) Considers present worth of the value of salvageable machinery

*O at year 50 and year 100.
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Net benefits are $37,000 and $18,000 for the 4,800-kW and 7 ,200-kW

*plants, respectively. The 4,800-kW plant has a slightly greater benefit-

* cost ratio (1.03 compared with 1.01). Both sizes were evaluated to deter-

i mine their internal rate of return (see the following figure). The in-

*ternal rate of return for both units is between 7 3/8 and 7 percent.
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*- ENVIRONWENTAL IMPACTS

No Action Alternative

The no-action alternative would not alter existing projected conditions.

However, Lake Onalaska would continue to degrade as indicated in Appendix E.

8- and 12-Unit Alternatives

Construction Impacts - Terrestrial construction impacts would result from

construction of an access road, construction storage yard, and approaches

*for a cofferdam; construction site preparation; excavation of a discharge

channel; construction of a powerline corridor; and disposal of excavated

. and dredged materials. About 7 acres of floodplain forest would be dis-

"* turbed by construction, in addition to an undetermined area needed for

dredged and excavated material disposal. Transmission lines could

interfere with the flight of migratory bird. Construction activity,

noise, and dust would disturb wildlife in the immediate area.

Aquatic construction impacts would result from excavation of an intake

and discharge channel, installation and removal of temporary cofferdams, con-

struction of a permanent closing dike, and construction of a stream crossing

- for the access road at the spillway. The 12-unit alternative would require

the excavation of more material from the riverbed than would the 8-unit alter-

native. Approximately 5 acres of substrate would be altered. Benthic life

there would be destroyed, and some fish habitat would be lost. Placement of
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rock riprap would increase hard SUhStrjt' a'.ailable for benthic macro-

invertebrates. Increases in turbidity and suspended solids in the water

column would be temporary and fairly localized. River flow patterns would

be altered during construction by the cofferdams. These changed flow

patterns could affect Lake Onalaska flow patterns and the tailwater fishery.

Operation Impacts - The hydropower installation would be operated in a

run-of-river mode, with no changes to the existing water level regime.

No impacts to the shoreline of pools 1 and 8 resulting from fluctuating

water levels are expected. Riverbanks subjected to increased current

velocities near the powerhouse would be riprapped.

Increased human activity in the area and noise from the powerhouse could

disturb wildlife in the area. Transmission lines could interfere with the

flight of migratory birds.

Changes in flow patterns through the dam could alter flow patterns and

the sedimentation rate in Lake Onalaska. Tailwater flow would be altered

considerably, with much of the river flow diverted through the turbines.

Changes in bottom contour, substrate, and current velocities would change

the character of tailwater fish habitat at lock and dam 7. Diversion of

water through the turbines could restrict fish movements through lock and

dam 7.
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No gas supersaturation problems are expected. Aeration of water

passing through the dam could be reduced, but is not expected to signi-

ficantly alter dissolved oxygen conditions in the river.n
The size of the tube-type turbines, the low head, and the relatively

slow speed of the runners should allow survival of most fish, fish eggs,

fish larvae, drifting macroinvertebrates, and other plankton passing through

the units. The magnitude of potential increased fish mortality caused by

entrainment and impingement and the impact of any increased mortalities on

fish populations are not known.

*j Social Impacts - Social impacts resulting from construction activity, noise,

and dust would be most severe in residential areas on French Island.

Social controversy could arise throug[ selection of a transmission line

'- corridor, dredged material disposal sites, inequitable distribution of

project costs and benefits, and conflicts with recreation or management

[* of wildlife and fish refuge lands.

Recreation Impacts - Altered tail water flow patterns could cause safety

problems for recreational boaters. Reduced tail water fishing and access

to fishing locations could adversely affect recreation in the immediate

project area. Most impacts associated with construction are expected to

be minor and short term. Improvements to current recreation use at the

*' site could be accounted for during project construction.
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Impacts on Cultural Resources - Most of the proposed construction areas were

disturbed during construction of lock and dam 7. The potential for finding

intact prehistoric and/or archaeological sites in the immediate project

area is low.

Project coordination has been initiated with the Wisconsin State

Archaeologist, State Historic Preservation Officer, and Heritage Conser-

vation and Recreation Service.

A more thorough discussion of impacts associated with the selected

alternatives is presented in Appendix E.

Outstanditig Environmental Issues Associated with Hydropower Development
(V' at Lock and Dam 7

The following is a list of environmental issues that deserve special

attention in future planning efforts for hydropower development at lock and

dam 7. Some of these issues have been identified as important by the Fish

and Wildlife Service in initial coordination (see letter in Appendix B).

Further detailed studies are necessary to quantify existing resources that

might be affected, better predict the type and magnitude of potential impacts,

and develop appropriate plans for mitigating or minimizing adverse impacts.

1. Impacts of construction on wetlands.
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2. Effcct- of hydropower operation on Lake Onalaska flow patterns

Iand the associated impact on sedimentation rates and the aquatic biota in

Like i)nala-ka.

3. Effects of altered tailwater flow patterns and fish habitat on

tish populations and fish utilization of the lock and dam 7 tailwater area.

4. The potential for entrainment and impingement of adult fish, eggs,

larvae, and young in the turbines and the impact of increased mortality

caused by entrainment and impingement in the hydro units on fish populations.

5. The impacts of transmission lines on migratory waterfowl.

6. The impacts of construction on endangered species, especially the

Higgins' eye pearly mussel and bald eagle.

7. The effects of a hydropower installation on the lock and dam 7

tailwater sport fishery and associated recreation.

8. The effect of construction on social conditions on French Island.

9. The effects of construction on any currently unknown cultural

resources in the project area.
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HYDROLOGIC POWER AND ENERGY ANALYSIS

Following is a shortened discussion of the hydrologic power and energy

analysis found in Appendix C of this report. For further information and

location of plates mentioned below consult Appendix C.

Average Annual Energy

The flow-duration technique was used to estimate annual energy pro-

duction. Daily flows for the period of record were grouped into flow classes.

Each flow class was plotted according to its cumulative percentage of occur-

rence. The result is the flow-duration curve shown on plate C-1.

The head, or difference between the head and tailwater elevations, at

lock and dam 7 varies significantly. The head reduces with increasing flows.

The gross head was reduced by the estimated trashrack and tailrace losses

to produce the curve of estimated net head shown on plate C-1.

Using the flow and net head values for each percentage of occurrence,

power values for the 8- and 12-unit options were developed. Power values

are also plotted on curve C-1.

Average annual energy is represented by the area under the power curve.

The average annual energy calculated for the 8-unit option is 33,000 MWh(l);

that for the 12-unit option is 45,300 MWh(l).
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(1) These values are slightly different from the summation of average

weekly generation values used for benefit calculations. The effect of

using above energy values is a 0.9-percent increase in total benefits for

the 8-unit option and a 3-percent decrease in total benefits for the 12-

unit option.

Average Weekly Generation

FERC used a computer program to estimate benefits attributable to the

project. The program requires average weekly generation values as input.

Average weekly generation values were developed for each option. Appendix

C discusses the method used to arrive at these weekly values. Plate C-6

shows the average weekly generation. Total average annual energy using the

weekly generation techniques is 32,563 and 47,665 Ni h for the 8- and 12-

unit options, respectively.

Firm Power Evaluation

During July-August and December-January each year, power demand is high,

and the reliability of capacity is critical. To evaluate the capacity of

the 8- and 12-unit options during these critical periods, power-duration

0
curves for July-August and December-January for the period of record were

developed. Using these curves (plates C-3 and C-4) firm power values were

determined for various degrees of reliability in percent and are shown below.
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Firm power values for lock and dam 7

Installed

capacity December-January July-August
(kW) 85% 90% 95% 80% 85% 90%

4,800 4,100 3,900 3,600 3,300 2,900 2,200

7,200 4,900 4,600 4,000 4,300 3,900 3,000

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL FEATURES

General

A standardized packaged predesigned turbine-generator, tubular-type,

would meet the hydraulic conditions at this site. Plate 3 illustrates the

adaptation of information furnished for the Allis-Chalmers predesigned units.

The units selected would be capable of delivering 0.6 MW each with a rated

head of 7.0 feet. The major equipment furnished as part of each package

would include generator, turbine, control panel, cubicle for metering equip-

ment, intake gate speed increaser, coupling, blade positioner, and oil system.

Intake Structure

0O The existing lock and dam was built with provisions for 14 tainter gate

* . bays; 3 existing storage bays would be used for this project. One tainter

gate bay would be closed for hydraulic control to provide space for an addi-
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*dischiarge. The bulkhead slots vould be used if the operating gate requires

maintenance.

An overhead bridge crane would be considered for- maintenance of the

turbines and generators. This would allow, inspection of the runiners without

the need for a mobile crane,

- * Standard ceiling-type exhaust fanls would be provided for powerhouse

cooling. Because the generators are air coolod, the fans would be sized to

maintain temperature limits using outdoor air only.

0 Two small submersible pumps would be provided for drainage and dewatering.

Portable pumps could also be used] for dewatering.
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L. Turbine

An adjustible 3-blade tubular turbine available from several manu-

facturers is considered because it is the largest standardized package unit

which will fit the existing structure. The turbine has a throat diameter

of 3,000 millimeters (118.1 inches). As shown in the following figure, at

a rated head of 7.0 feet, generator output of the unit can be estimated at

650 kW. To account for possibly lower than advertized efficiencies and

mechanical and transmission losses an output of 600kW per unit was adopted.

Other turbines, such as bulb turbines and "Ossberger" cross-flow-type

turbines, may be suitable for this installation. All suitable turbine types

will be evaluated during the feasibility study.

Generators and Breakers

The generator would be a synchronous type, rated 667 kVA, 0.9 PF, 3-

phase, 60 Hz, 4.16 kV, 900 rpm. A drip-proof guarded enclosure would be

provided for the generator. The generator would have an 800 C rise Class B

insulation system without provisions for overload. It would have full run-

away speed capability eliminating the need for a disconnect clutch. The

generator breaker will be a metal clad drawout type rated 250 MVA (nominal),

5kV, 1,200 amp continuous. Breakers will be combined into metal clad switch-

gear lineups common to groups of four units, also containing generator surge

protection and instrument transformers as well as station service switchgear

in two of the lineups.
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Excitation System

The excitation system for the unit would be of the bus-fed, power

potential source, static type, excitation power being derived from the

generator terminals. During starting, the generator field will be auto-

matically flashed (permitting generator voltage build-up) from a rectified

A-C station service source.

Unit Control and Protective Equipment

A complete complement of generator protective relays (differential, over-

voltage, over current, etc.), start-up and shut-down controls and other unit

control relays would be provided in the metal-clad switchgear lineup con-

taining the generator circuit breaker. Synchronizing would be accomplished

by speed switches. The generator breaker would close at 95 percent speed

*with the static excitation system being energized at 98 percent speed. The

generator would be provided with connected amortisseur to facilitate pull-in

with the system. The packaged unit would have electrical and mechanical pro-

* tective devices as indicated on the following one-line diagram.
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Station Service

There would be two separate sources oL si ation nervice power. One

source would be bus tap between two generator circuit breakers and a main

power transformer, and from a similar tap from the second bus as shown on

plate 3. Station service switchgear would be arranged to provide full

se:vice from either source. Also, the former above source would supply station

service from a single unit when generation into the utility system is shut

down. Station service switchgear (4,160 volts) would be included in gener-

ator circuit breaker switchgear lineups. Station service power distribution

would be at 480 volts 3-phase and 120/240 volts single phase.

Connection to Load

A 3-phase 69-kV overhead transmission line would tie directly to the

* local utility sqbstation. The substation is approximately 4 miles from the

powerhouse site. The plant would have four generator step-up transformers

with two units connected to each transformer. Each transformer would be

* rated 3,000 kVA, 69 kV "WYE" connected high-voltage winding, 4.16 kV "DELTA"

connected low voltage winding, 3-phase, 60 Hz. The transformers would be

bused together on the high-voltage side through disconnect switches at the

powerhouse for connection to the transmission line.

412-Unit Station

For a 12-unit station, 6 generators would be connected to each bus. The

74 two step-up transformers would be rated at 3,750 kVA for the 12-unit station.
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CIVIL FEATURES

This section describes the civil features pertaining to the installation

of tube turbine power generating units at lock and dam 7. Civil features

"" would include the powerhouse, intake and exit channels, permanent access, and

site work. A brief description of some important construction considerations

is also included.

* " Powerhouse

The most economically feasible powerhouse location studied placed two

tube turbine units in the end tainter gate bay of the existing dam and six

tube turbine units under the existing storage yard (Alternative 8S - eight

turbines). Placing four additional tube turbine units in the existing dike

adjacent to the storage yard was studied as a second alternative (Alternative

The powerhouse would be made of reinforced concrete and would house the

power generating units and electrical equipment. Sheet-pile cutoff walls

would be driven at the upstream and downstream edges of the powerhouse to

prevent undermining of the structure. Trash racks would be installed up-

stream and downstream of the turbines. Upstream trash racks will have small

openings to protect the turbines from damage during operation. Downstream

trash racks would have large openings to prevent debris from entering the

turbines during flood conditions. Flow to the turbines would be regulated by
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could be used for the turhire mn -,i Icd c,' c 11n 1ri iter gate hay.

Stoplog grooves would be prov-ided '!T ];? ea -%,,nstream! edges of

the powerhouse so tha-t 111di Viiual Pi cc r .f uib nes c,,IiiJ b)0 dewatored for

maintenance.

The interior of the powerhouse is to Ldalv p7enl from one end to the other

with the interior dimensions and 1a-,out of L!,uI;JllucnI1: vircually identical for

each pair of turbines. The powerhouse wou,,ld ie inde,:ground in the storage

yard and dike areas.

Channels

Intake and exit channels would have to he excavated to accotmmodate turbine

operations. The upstream channel invert elevation is 621..0 and the exit

channel invert is 607.0. The invert elevation of the downstreamp channel is

determined by submergence requiirements for the turbines selected. Both channels

* "daylight" in the scour holes upstream and downstream of the existing dam.

-Riprap is placed immediately upstreamn and do-wn-,tr-,iin of the powerhouse on the

*channel bottom and is placed full length on the channel. side. The riprap will

* be of minimum size and thickness beciuse of the Low entrance and exit

- . velocities (3 and 2 fps (feet per second)).
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A training dike constructed of material excavated for the powerhouse

would be installed upstream of the powerhouse on the left bank. The purpose

of the training dike is to prevent the turbines from drawing flow from Lake

Onalaska which could suffer environmental damage.

Access

Permanent access for operation and maintenance of the powerhouse would

be needed. This access must be usable during flooding of the Mississippi

River. To provide permanent access to the powerhouse, a road would be built

on top of the dike extending from the Wisconsin side of the river to the

powerhouse site. A bridge designed for small vehicle traffic, constructed of

precast concrete planks with steel supports, would be needed to cross the

1,000-foot long Onalaska spillway. Equipment used in the construction of the

hydropower facility could be transported to the site by raft or barge or by

constructing a temporary crossing below the spillway. An alternative to the

bridge would be to construct a crossing downstream of the spillway. Ramps

would be constructed to get off and on the dike and a culvert provided to

cross the water below the spillway. The culvert crossing would be washed

away by spillway overflow every 25 years and would have to be replaced. Access

provided downstream of the spillway would not be usable during high water. A

parking and turnaround area would be provided at the powerhouse.
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Site Work

The powerhouse would be underground ex( t for the portion installed

*. in the existing tainter gate bay. Eho st : ge yard ;ould be restored to

its original size and elevation. Restoration of ti, sLorage yard is essen-

tial to operation of the lock and dam. The dike would also be restored to

its original size and elevation if alternative 12SD is selected, because

restoration is necessary for flood control. Most of the site work would be

restoration of these areas.

Other site work would include fencing around the storage yard area and

the establishment of grass along the access road and around the parking area.

- Access to the powerhouse would be provided outside of the storage yard.

Construction

The following items must be considered during construction of the hydro-

power facility:

1. Dewatering would be required to construct the powerhouse. Upstream

and downstream cofferdams would need to be placed to facilitate the dewatering.

* Placement of the cofferdams would be made more difficult by the proximity of

the upstream and downstream scour holes. Because the soil is pervious, the

dewatered area would have to be pumped.
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2. Disposal of the excavated material in an environmentally acceptable

manner could be a problem because of the large volume of material excavated.

The hydropower facility was located to produce minimum excavation but the

volume is still large enough to warrant consideration.

3. A temporary storage yard would have to be provided, especially since

the construction will take more than one surner.

4. Installation of the powerhouse between the storage yard piers would

require special construction. Sheet pile would be driven around the piers as

shown on plate 3. Steel ties would then be installed as excavation progresses

to provide support for the sheet piling. The sheet piling would remain in

place and be used as forms for the powerhouse. This method of construction

would be cheaper than replacing the piers.

5. The base slab in the existing tainter gate bay would have to be

chipped #way to accommodate the tube turbine as shown on plate 3. The down-

stream part of the powerhouse would require a pile foundation in the tainter

gate area as a safety measure against possible undermining.

CONCLUSIONS

This reconnaissance investigation establishes that hydropower development

6 at lock and dam 7 is technically possible and economically feasible and would

not cause significant environmental damage. Although economic justification

for a hydropower project appears marginal, further study is warranted because

0- economic feasibility will be positively affected by rapidly changing technology

and probable future high costs of alternative energy sources.
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PLAN FOR FUTURE STUDY

The favorable economic feasibility finding of the reconnaissance study

indicates that further detailed study (a feasibility study) is justified as

was suggested in the conclusions.N
If a feasibility study is undertaken, it would be designed to formulate

a viable small hydropower project, design an implementation strategy, and

riprovide the basis for an implementation commitment. The significant insti-

tutional, engineering, environmental, marketing, and economic

aspects will be defined, investigated, and assessed in support of the invest-

ment decision.

A feasibility report is a decision document that defines and recommends

a course of action. The finding of a feasibility report is whether a commit-

ment to implement is warranted. If the finding is positive, the report defines

the steps necessary for implementation. A positive economic feasibility

finding is normally necessary for implementation. However, other concerns

can be equally important in serving the broad public interest, and the feasi-

bility study would be performed in the modern spirit of wise natural resource

management and the multiobjective planning process.

The feasibility study would begin in fiscal year 1982 which begins in

October 1981. The final feasibility report is scheduled for completion in

% spring 1985. After completion of the District's report, the report would be

5
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S -. sent forward to higher Corps echelons for review, comment, approval, and

final submission to Congress for authorization of the recommended plan.

The figure on page D-19 in Appendix D illustrates the procedure of approval

of the feasibility report.

The level of detail envisioned for the feasibility study would be

sufficient for direct development of plans an! specifications for project

implementation. Assuming prompt funding following Congressional authori-

zation, the plant would be completed 3 to 4 years after allocation of con-

struction funds.

Appendix D outlines in detail a plan of study for the lock and dam 7

feasibility investigation.

EXECUTIVE ORDER 11988

Executive Order 11988 requires Federal agencies to recogniz the signifi-

cant values of floodplains and consider the public benefits that would be

realized from restoring and preserving them, It is the Corps' policy to

formulate projects which, to the extent possible, avoid or minimize adverse

impacts associated with the use of the floodplain and avoid inducing develop-

*a ment unless there is no practicable alternative.

Development of hydropower at lock and dam 7 requires use of the flood-

plain for the hydropower facilities. There is no alternative in which flood-
6

plain land would not be affected. Hydropower development, however, will not

induce floodplain development. Expected impacts on floodplain values are

found in Appendix E.
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RECOMMENDATION

I recommend that a feasibility report be prepared and that it be allowed

to begin immediately. I further propose that the report be comprehensive

enough so that it can be used as a basis for construction authorization by

Congress and that the feasibility report be completed within 2 years from

the date of this report.

WILLIAM W. BADGER

Colonel, Corps of Engineers

District Engineer
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APPENDIX A

CONSTRUCTION COST ESTIMATE

BASIS FOR COST ESTIMATES

Estimated costs in this appendix are generally based on unit prices

adjusted to reflect average bid prices received by the St. Paul District

on comparable work. Costs for electromechanical machinery are an exception.

These costs are based on a 9 October 1980 quote from Allis-Chalmers.

An allowance of 15 percent for contingencies is included in the estimated

costs.

FIRST COSTS

The detailed estimate of first costs for the two alternatives fully

evaluated in this report is given in tables A-1 and A-2. The costs shown

are based on October 1980 price levels. No costs for lands are included

because the site considered is federally owned.
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Table A-i - Detailed estimate of first costs - alternative 8S (six units
in storage yard, two units in gate)

Description Unit Total
or item Quantity Unit cost cost

Tube turbines 8 EA $1,043,000 $8,344,000
Powerhouse civil costs - LS 2,400,000 2,400,000
Electrical equipment - LS 777,000 777,000
Miscellaneous plant equipment - LS 180,000 180,000
Switchyard civil costs - LS 20,000 20,000
Switchyard equipment costs - LS 107,000 107,000
Transmission line - LS 223,000 223,000

Clearing and grubbing 1 AC 1,200 1,200

Upstream cofferdam 12,000 CY 3.50 42,000
Downstream cofferdam 11,200 CY 3.50 39,200
Dewaterin( - LS 144,000 144,000
Excavation 19,600 CY 2 39,200
Backfill 15,000 CY 4 60,000
Sand fill (dike) 20,000 CY 3 60,000
Riprap 6,700 CY 22 147,400
Type I bedding 3,100 CY 14 43,400
Type II bedding 2,000 CY 14 28,000
Sheet pile (cells) 8,900 SF 16 142,400

Cell fill 1,500 CY 3 4,500
Spillway bridge - LS 112,000 112,000
Dike road - LS 151,000 151,000
Wingwall removal - LS 28,000 28,000

Storage yard civil work - LS 218,000 218,000
Gate civil work - LS 55,000 55,000
Storage yard piles - LS 96,000 96,000

Subtotal 13,462,300

Contingencies 2,019,300

Subtotal 15,481,600

Engineering and design 428,300

.. Supervision and administration 392,600

Project cost (alternative 8S) 16,302,500

Use 16,300,000

(1) Includes disposal costs as appropriate.
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Table A-2 - Detailed estimate of first costs - alternative 12SD

(six units in storage yard, two units in gate, four units

in dike)
Description Unit Total
or item -Quantity Unit cost cost

Tube turbines 12 EA $1,043,000 $12,516,000
Powerhouse civil costs - LS 3,595,000 3,595,000
Electrical equipment - LS 1,ii,000 1,111,000

Miscellaneous plant equipment - LS 210,000 210,000
Switchyard civil costs - LS 24,000 24,000
Switchyard equipment costs - LS 139,000 139,000

Transmission line - LS 236,000 236,000
Clearing and grubbing 3 AC 1,200 3,600
Upstream cofferdam 26,600 CY 3.50 93,100
Downstream cofferdam 14,200 CY 3.50 49,700

Dewatering - LS 225,000 225,000
Excavation(i) 166,000 CY 2 332,000
Backfill 30,000 CY 4 120,000
Sand fill (dike) 26,000 CY 3 78,000

Riprap 15,900 CY 22 349,800
Type I bedding 8,000 CY 14 112,000

Type II bedding 5,600 CY 14 78,400

Sheet pile (cells) 8,900 SF 16 142,400
Cell fill 1,500 CY 3 4,500
Spillway bridge - LS 2,000 112,000
Dike road - LS i> ,000 151,000
Wingwall removal - LS 28,000 28,000
Storage yard civil work - LS 218,000 218,000

Gate civil work - LS 55,000 55,000

Storage yard piles - LS 96,000 96,000
Dike piles and cut-off wall - LS 126,000 126,000
Dike area wingwalls - LS 73,000 73,000

Subtotal 20,278,500

Contingencies 3,041,800

Subtotal 23,320,300

Engineering and design 648,300

Supervision and administration 589,900

Project cost (alternative 12SD) 24,558,500

Use 24,600,000

"() Includes disposal costs as appropriate.

o
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'A ~~ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL CHARGES-

Annual charges for the proposed alternatives are based on an interest

rate of 7 3/8 percent and an amortization period of 100 years. Also

included in annual charges is an allowance for interest during an assumed

2-year construction period.

Table A-3 - Estimate of annual charges - alternative 8S (six units in

!-:- storage yard, two units in gate)
"First costs or Annual

Item present value charges

Construction first cost $16,300,000
Present value deferred cost (1) 73,000

Interest during construction 993,000
Present value of salvage (2) -21,000
Federal investment 17,345,000

Interest and amortization of Federal

investment ($17,345,000 x 0.07381) (3) $1,280,000
Operation and maintenance(4) _ 67000

Total annual charges 1,347,000

(1) Considers major rehabilitation of operating machinery 50 years after
construction.

(2) Considers salvageable items after rehabilitation 50 years hence and

- at end of project economic life.
* (3) Interest and amortization for 100-year life at 7 3/8-percent interest

rate.

(4) Includes winter operation costs.
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Table A-4 - Estimate of annual charges - alternative 12SD (six units in
storage yard, two units in gate, four units in dike)

First costs or Annual
I-m present value charges

Construction first cost $24,600,000
Present value deferred cost (1) 103,000
Interest during construction 1,499,000

Present value of salvage (2) -31,000
Federal ipvestment 26,171,000

Interest and amortization of Federal

investment ($26,171,000 x 0.07381) (3) $1,932,000
Operation and maintenance(4 ) 102,000

Total annual charges 2,034,000

(1) Considers major rehabilitation of operating machinery 50 years
hence.

(2) Considers salvageable items after rehabilitation 50 years hence and
at end of project economic life.

(3) Interest and amortization for 100-year life at 7 3/8-percent
interest rate.

(4) Includes winter operation costs.
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APPENDIX B

COORDINATION

This appendix presents the views and comments of other Federal

agencies and non-Federal interests with reference to considered hydro-

power development at lock and dam 7. The material inclosed includes

letters in response to the 27 February 1980 notice of the lock and dam 7

hydropower reconnaissance study. Also included is other pertinent

correspondence related to the study.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
ST PAUL DISTRICT CORPS OF ENGINEERS
1135 U S POST OFFICE & CUSTOM HOUSE

ST PAUL MINNESOTA 55101

REPLY TO

ATTENTION OF:

NCSED-PB 27 February 1980

NOTICE

LOCK AND DAM 7 HYDROPOWER RECONNAISSANCE STUDY

i The St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers has initiated a reconnaissance

study to determine the potential for hydropower generation at the existing
Corps of Engineers navigation lock and dam 7 on the Mississippi River near
La Crosse, Wisconsin. The reconnaissance report culminating the study will
be completed by September 1980.

The intent of the reconnaissance study is to establish, in a general

way, whether hydropower production at lock and dam 7 is economically justified

and to assess the issues that may be critical to implementation. Existing
information will be used to the extent practicable. No detailed formulation
of a plan or optimal scale of development will result from the reconnaissance;
rather, the outcome of the study will show whether at least one plan is
workable and feasible. If a plan is found justified, a more detailed

feasibility study will be recommended to start in fiscal year 1981 which begins
i1 October 1980.

Because of the preliminary nature of the reconnaissance study, an
intensive public involvement program is not planned. Agencies and interests

are being informed of the study at its outset and invited to participate by
this mailed notice. In addition, news releases to the general public will be
prepared, as appropriate. Upon completion of the reconnaissance study, a
public meeting will be held to discuss the report and its findings and to

help direct feasibility study efforts, should that be recommended in the
reconnaissance report.

At this time we request your input and suggestions regarding the study.

Your comments con be sent to:

District Engineer
St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers

"" ATTN: Planning Branch
1135 U.S. Post Office and Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

D PRe
Major, Co0rp, ofegineers
Acting District Engineer -
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Public Notice on Lock & Dam 7
Hydropower Study

Mr. Lawrence E. Coffill Mr. Frank Jones Ms. Terry Hoffman
Ch go Regional Office Regional Director te Hoffman
Federal Energy Reg. Comm. Lake Central Rtgion

MN Pollution Control Agency
Federal Building, 31st Floor Heritage Cons. vation & Rec. Ser. 1935 West County Road B2
230 South Dearborn Street Federal Building
Chicago, Illinois 60604 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107 Roseville, Minnesota 55113
Rear Admiral W.E. Caldwell Mr. John McGuire Mr. Erling M. Weiberg
Commander Acting Regional Administrator
Second Coast Guard District Region V Executive Secretary

U.S. Dept. of Transportation Environmental Protection Agency 555 Wabasha, Room 206

1430 Olive Street 230 South Dearborn Street 55 Paul, Mnot 550

St. Louis, Missouri 63103 Chicago, Illinois 60614

Mr. Harry M. MajorArnold Mr. James M. Harrison
State Conservationist
S C r o rEconomic Dev. Administration Executive Director
200 Federa Buildin 407 Federal Building MN-WI Boundary Area Commissio-" 200 Federal Building
3 hS515 West First Street 619 Second Street316 North Robert Street

Duluth, Minnesota 55802 Hudson, Wisconsin 54016St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Mr. Haney Nelson Mr. Mark W. Seetin Mr. Steve Gauger
Regional Director Commissioner Statewide R. Basin Coordinato
U..Fe a &ildi eMinnesota Dept. of Agriculture WI Dept. of Administration
Federal Building 90 West Plato Blvd. 1 West Wilson Street, Rm B 11
Fort Snelling St Paul, Minnesota 55107 Madison, Wisconsin 53702
Twin Cities, Minnesota 55111

Mr. Neil S. Haugerud Mr. Lee A. Vann Mr. Ken Howard
Chiarman Commissioner, Minnesota Dept. of Director, Budget & Planning
Up Miss. R. Basin Commission Economic Development WI Dept. of Administration
692v Cedar Avenue South 480 Cedar Street State Office Bldg., Rm B 114
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420 St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 Madison, Wisconsin 53702

Mr. J. C. Hytry Mr. Charles Kenow Mr. Gary E. Rohde
State Conservationist Environmental Quality Council Se2retary
Soil Conservation Service 100 Capitol Sq. Building WI Dept. of Agriculture
4601 Hammersley Road 550 Cedar Street 801 West Badger Road
Madison, Wisconsin 53711 St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 Madison, Wisconsin 53713

Mr. Thomas Mihajlov Mr. Joseph N. Alexander Mr. Anthony Earl
Field Coordinator for WI Commissioner Secretary
Economic Dev. Administration MN Dept. of Natural Resources WI Dept. of Natural Resources
510 South Barstow Street Centennial Bldg.-Third Floor Box 7621
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 54701 St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 Madison, Wisconsin 5370

Mr. Richard E. Friedman Mr. Larry Seymour Ms. Victoria M. Potter
Regional Dir., Region V Division of Waters Director
Public Health Service pt NOffice of Intergovernmental R
300 South Wacker Drive MN Dept. of Natural Resources 1 West Wilson St., Rm 3130
Chicago, Illinois 60606 Madison, Wisconsin 53702

St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Mr. Donald R. Albin Mr. Arthur Sidner Mr. Al Johnson
District Chief Director Commissioner
U.S. Geological Survey MN State Planning Agency MN Energy Agency
70" .S. Post Office 550 Cedar Street 150 East Kellogg Blvd.
St. .aul, Minnesota 55101 St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
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Public Notice on Lock & Dam 7
Hydropower Study

Pr Tames Mager Honorable David F. Durenberger District Engineer
" commonwealth Associates Room 174 Federal Building U.S. Army Engineer District,w9 East Washington Avenue 110 South 4th Street Rock Island
J sn ci 42Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401 Clock Tower Building•• Jackson, Michigan 49201

Rock Island, Illinois 61201

Mr. Robert G. Fis-

Miss. R. Regional -anning Com. Honorabl Arlen Erdahi

315 South Front Street House of Representatives

La Crosse, Wisconsin 54601 Washington, D. C. 20515

Mr. James Adducci Honorable Arlen Erdahl

Dairyland Power Cooperative 33 East Wentworth Avenue
2615 East Avenue South West St. Paul, Minnesota 55118

- La Crosse, Wisconsin 54601

*- Mr. Robert Bauer

Department of Energy Honorable Lee S. Dreyfus

Region V Governor of Wisconsin

175 West Jackson Blvd. State Capitol
Madison, Wisconsin 53702' Chicago, Illinois 60604

Mr. Hugh Gardner

Department of Energy Honorable Gaylord A. Nelson

Re n V United States Senate
175 West Jackson Blvd. Washington, D. C. 20510

Chicago, Illinois 60604

Mr. J. A. Volkenant
MARCA (Mid-Continent Area Re- Honorable William S. Proxmire

liability Coord. Agreement)S 1250 Soo Line Building United States Senate
150 MaoouLine Bu n Washington, D. C. 20510

-. 507 Marquette Avenue

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

Honorable Albert H. Quie
Governor of Minnesota Honorable Alvin Baldus

130 State Capitol House of Representatives

St. Paul, Minnesota 55155 Washington, D. C. 20515

Mr. William B. Mann

* ]- Honorable Rudy Boschwitz District Chief
*Q United States Senate U. S. Geological Survey

* Washington, D. C. 20510 1815 University Avenue
WMadison, 

Wisconsin 54701

Honorable David F. Durenberger

* United States Senate Division Engineer
Wa " ngton, D. C. 20510 U.S. Army Engineer Division,

North Central

536 South Clark Street

Chicago, Illinois 60605
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L a CGroie, (),isco,?sir,

54 601

March 5, 1980

District Engineer
St Paul District Corps of Engineers
Attn: Planning Branch
1135 U.S. Post Office & Custom House
St. Paul, MN 55101

Dear Sir:

A notice issued by the St. Paul District Corps of Engineers dated
February 27, 1980, indicates that a reconnaissance study to determfne the
hydro power potential at Lock & Dam 7 near La Crosse will be initiated.

Dairyland has recently completed an appraisal study of the hydro-
electric potential at Lock'& Dam 8 near Genoa, Wisconsin. This appraisal
study was prepared by Mr. James Calvert of Commonwealth Associates with
the economic analysis prepared by Dairyland personnel. The results of this
appraisal study indicates that hydroelectric development at Lock & Dam 8
may be feasible from a technicalenvironmental and economic standpoint.

This study was presented to the Dairyland Board of Directors last

week. The Board indicated that it would be desirable to pursue hydroelectric
development at Lock & Dam 8. It is our opinion that due to the scope of
such a projectthe required coordinated operation of a hydroelectric facility
with Mississippi River Navigation and present Corps of Engineers ownership
of the existing Dams, that it may be appropriate for the Corps of Engineers
to develop and operate hydroelectric facilities at the existing navigation
dams with Dairyland purchasing the energy output from these Corps owned hi

facilities. ,

Enclosed for your information is a copy of the Appraisal Study, along
with testimony I presented to the Wisconsin Public Service Commission that
deals with the economics of hydroelectric development at Lock & Dam 8.

We wholeheartedly support your study of hydroelectric development at
navigation dams on the Mississippi River. It is our opinion that Lock & Dam
8 may be a better site to study feasibility. However, we wish to offer our
full cooperation and assistance in any manner possible, irregardless of
which site you select for study. We would be most happy to meet with you
at any time and provide any information that we have as you prepare your
studies.

Very truly yours,

DAIRYLAND POWER COOPERATIVE

JL:rbcc:rb n Jack Lifer, Assistant General Managercc: F. LinderJ. Adducci B-5



0 I PE rT TECT2' y F C.~ P. L7I F7R

U. S. A.T :,It C.E;I:
LOCK 3 D2 3 . 3,Vt~A iC IL

.1~ EM4 ECOMIC A'.LY4L3 '1311, ETP~ SY3TE',,

* PLASE TAT y~ 1A!~ ~DAOD?.ESS AND SU'ARIZE YOUR EDUCATION'AL, PROFESSIC"AL

QU$ALIFICATi0OiS.

*My n~ame is J3ohn P. (Jac-k). Leifer and I em AssistantC General Manacer, System
Engiree'inj Group, Dairyland Power Cooperative, 2615 East Averue South,
Lab Crocsei, Wisconsin. I have previously presented r~y qualifications in tis
prcceeding.

* PLEASE DESCR IBE THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY.

The purpose of my testimnony is to discuss in general Dairyland's investig~tic: s
in.to th, devel-p'-ent of lo-w he3d hydro electric generating facilities to re~t
fu ture energy require72nts. More specifically I mroulc like to discuss th2
purpose, method, econom~ic evaluation and conclusions cf a study perfcm d by
Dairyiand twhich was intended to determine the technical feasib-ility and eccr:,-.c

deiaility of constructing and oper-atirg a hydroelect4.ric generatirg faciitPy
at- t~e Coros cf Engireers Lock & Dam facility at Ger~ca, Wisconsin, re-ferred to

* asLoc &"am No. 8. 1 will be assisted in this effort by 'Mr. James Calvert,
a hydrcaelctric consultant retcin::-d by Dairyland to assist in this study. t1;1%
Caivert performed a feasibility study cf hydro deveicp. nt at Lock & Dam N~.8

-~ is emle4e report is atthchei to this testimony as Exhibit (IFL-1), and
Mr. ~ ~ ~ 4 -avr' dcto and professional qualificaticns may be found in ta

* rcpcrt.

A further purpose of my ',estirnony is to prese.-nt an eccrmc~ic analysis of th 2
* installation of large scale wirnd energy convcrsion systeuis on t.he Dairyland
*system. .1his analysis is fc-r-mulated in conj~nctiori with the analysis perforcei
* by Eric H~nan described in his testimony.

MR LEIFER, 14PAT WAS DAIRYLA?:DS PURPOSE IN U -ERTAKI1G THIS HYDRO STUDY?

* As is tho, case with all organizations involved in the piroduction of electric
-. energy. Dairyland has experien~ced significant increases in the cost of fossil

fuel over tha last few years. In addition, because OT inflation and increasingly
strir.~ert ;polluticii abatcmernt regulations, we have exp:rienced sharp increZses

*in the capital costs associated with the installation of ncw capacity. In -Lho:
face of those rising costs the econc.oiic feasibility of hydroelectric Cn-orati cv
has co.Te un~der renewed scrutiny. As part of ou.- ongoing effort to 02ctt
doaiand and crerny rz-quiremmnts of cur m2noi.er distribuio coo'neretives at t-ha
lcwcst pratical cost, we thouch it appropriatc for iUairyiand to cvaluz~to- ti.e
potential i,.d feasibility of ddghydro'capacity to' the 03iryland yt.

*One of our fi,-st effort., vas to0 raKe an inventory of C-istinq doY-.S i.1 the
*Wisconsin zervicc irea wlhere thore fiad oreviously becii geiierators installci,

but these qznerators had been re!:-oved. The ra!sults of this iriventory is
shown as Exhibit (JPL-&'). As can ba seevi frcmi inspection 3f Ex'iibit

* there are about 25 exist.-ng damis in the Wisconsin service orea which previu-.1y

1 B- 6



rJ r~~r.:''iri-,,jlcd. c:,~ ~ rr ,:v hy tei t hr N'_

- o ~ rr,;iPc.r & i'. on ro i~~;. are c ,in-- d by OD iryl,.Ii.

It is o;if.terestiri; to not-,_ that t'he tot il gnzrd t * n that %oas it. cuh
EAt thc->o zi t--!; ~ roiQ~ 7Q. l4t with i.n average c-cr.-rdtion
per sit- of &pr ~ey2 '2 1c:t. GVe tt scl ~rzn r wy ,

- . potential at these 2x1in site., Iswl as tecra uTe i jC f.
- iOUh heve to be stuaiel, it did not appear to be ecrnom..ically f -:asA i ) c
*.pursue -:'udias relating to the- ecormo7ic and technical fea-.4bility of add~r

qenerator% to these eXistirng da.%s. ttnot_2r considrto yst1-xe3v
ardti7me crnsu.-ing p,-ocess of obtaining a license for these hydro faci'ie
'rtth, Fec-ral Energy Regulatory Comission. Therefore %.e ha,.- ncet pursu-i

*.at this Point the nnezessary details to ld.evelcp sr;all hydro site:t shc.:n oG

Givn- tiha fact that the 0a-yln evc rai nefc -iecd by-
ilssissip.-A River, wehich includes a series of navicatior and flood ccnt-r, c&2
that are presnntly rs.;ncz. by th.e Corps of Engineers, it se7e lgical C.. su

* . the feasibility o-F installing lc-.i head geno;-atir e qu t' 4t thms exntt
-~ig on dam-s. Cur Enginecring staf-l has tor',,ed with the Corps of

Engineers, ard from data received -rorn the Corps cn river flowi ard poo" cl:-'-ti on,
our Engineering staff h-rs calct.lated that the potential hydro c_ r~ Ity at ca-c t
WlssissiPpi Lock & Dz:-m in t,-he OPC service area. This initial c ? 1cL1 a t ci 0

- .capacity was bzased Cin a five year average for the years 1974 through 1973E, and
diad n~t afl cw for water bypassin? tul-bines, during spillace and lock eai
We have includcd i this testin Exii (P-) hich is a su~'m-y of!
our Ccalculation of tL:,e potential hydcro capacit at th, Mississippi Lock & "-..
in the 0Dairyland service at-ea. Also in-cluded is a s.iayof t!,, Corrns 07
Engireers calculated potentizl for the sa:m=e sites. Ycu wilrote tAt, thl.-

cacuaions are in pretty genaral a'gron,-ent. Based :n this caiculatizn it
appears that there is approxlhotz-y 901 mzga-.;atts potential hy.-rc On the 9
navigation ea7ms on the M'ississip~i M. er throuhout t.*Dir&n srie Fa

Wh~ AS OCK DA '0. 8 SELECTED FCO1 A DETAILED STUDY?

- - After evaluating the hydro potential at each cf the navigation dams located in
the Dairviznd scrv-.ce areall L T; necessary te d-velop an analy-sis of
enviror;-.r'tal, tec!hnicail and cconom.ic feasibility, to d:,tarmne

if~ ~ 'or di~ie stde C'Cjsi d. Our aD-roach to tha ztudyv o'f th
- - ydr aditins a t ranvigation mars %,.as to slect a darn which a~pecarad on

the face to be the bicst candidate for econcmric developmnt and integration
into the Nairyland systc'. If what appears to be th.3 b-,st potential site is
not, after d.otailt' szu.!,. ,,revd tc. be I qcod cardidate ftr hydro dcelopr-nt,

we ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .war e~r ~trtt ~~ oney for studvi4  other sites Tf on Lte
oter hand, cha a~er oLete s ~e~~Ist s prove to b'i a
good candicine, theii .:e can prc :d with investigations intc the develo ' L

of the' ~itos alor-,L~ dail svste-i. Loc,4 nd Damn No. 8 w tS Selected ixcai

for devt 1oj -;ent. Furziincr, the Loci. z, NJ; o. 8 near, Genja is IQ ,tzd Ztijuccnt
to the existino Dal..ux Power Plant at Gcnoa, and also is rezidtly az cass~hle
to the Dairylanld trmfl..lissiori systc.

B- 7
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r tIn r Civ r, of Cr--n.'a It h e s .

ao I f. s t i!1jrA- c~ost for Ac'ifc..~i of ic~ r -jn ny-ro i&t L-::'
A.- p-rt cf i r a ri s I~ Nr. C..'i%'crt also in-er- + icated ti-, 7-ajorr;r.
ProL~l:.-, ti--. LC .. e~mit:~vi SUCh ('l C. * -7nt. ie rr

* U.iS Scl:2 7.nt of the study &n'j th: ri~su1ts of Nr. Calvert's evai:,uatwL:.n ar:- -i;l i'
detailcd in the attachx- r, rt Exhibit (k'PL-1 ). In Scrneral the rc' :rC
concludes that tiiere d3es r-it a2ear to be any severe enviror--;rital rl7
associated with this prc:Jnct develor. .nt; sccordly, the project appear,, ft) be
techn~ically and envircr'_cntally fna-sible , a-'d :;.alve rec_ -er'J a ra;7tb
of' steps that should be ta~.en ..ihich w-ill determin3 t!he ultimaote feasibility
of the projcct. These ste.s are sumarized as follOWS:

1) E-tab!ish th2 firrn level of capacity as related to systemnU r P:.o1 re uirec-:r.lts.

2) Perform an e-cnr.7ic evaluation of th-. Dco-*;cr potential
consid2aIlij the long life of hydro, low: operating cost,
and future es.calation of alternative fossil fuels.

3) Detemina the Preliminary attitude of the Corps of Enginaers,
U.S. Fish & Uiidlifle Serv.ice, and other ccr;cerrsd agencies to
the prc-,osed project, and tentative method cf develoPment.

4Seek a preliminary, emit fron the Federal Energy Re~ulatory
Agency 11.o perfomn detailed studies and prepare alicense

5) U dertake,.n a fe:sibi'ity investigition, p.-ssibly with fin~ancial
help frc7 th!- 0 art~nent of-I Energy under their Sm~all Hydro
Assistaric- Prosra.

6) Pesie'n and construct the project.

The aris also indicates that a hydro plant of 10,COO W." namepiate ratirg
can b:! installe'? c9 Loc' m Na o. 8, ard that in an Iveaeya ol eie
to the DairylEn system about 52 mnillion kilo -:a- hcurs of renowable enerev.
Alhi the plant i-:01.1d Experience reduczd or inoperative capacity for extended

flooi periods du2 to insufficient hesd, it was detem. ired that at. least 7,COD K',,
woud b avilale or93 ~ of hete durin~g an averace %-.inter period of

fNove&.-':er thircu-;, Fel-ruary. This period is DairylaildIs -winter P-eak loaid Q-ri

therefore we area of the cpin-lon that the 7,000 kiloaatts w.ould be considered
fii-,r- capacity. To put tho output of' this hydro facility in perspective the
A2 r.illior. kilowat' houjrs of encrgy it would rra--ce annually is 1.8") of
Dairylard's total rcoulrents In l,973. Tha 7 n~o:tIcutput is about 1.2 Z
of Dairylan6's peak load in 1973. By 1937 the ouitput of tflis plant would provide
less than 1" o " j, Dairyland's 2neray and cn'pacity needs. It also should be
noted that the UclLlated hydrc cote2ntial at Loc:k St Dan' by both Dairyland ;?nd

* ~the Corps of Ei:iiin!e rs was approxi.iately 14 r'g~at.Biscd up-on the assess-
rent preo)arc1 ty '!-. Calvert, the riax4 -ur unit that cculd be accormod~teJ is 10 N'
with a firti c- acity of approxiir'atcly 7 124W. Therefore it is safe to say t"'It
the bilan!re of the dams on the flississipoi t:,,t %wcro analyzed in all likelihood

1 %!ould !h3ve c~ fir.-n capacity tciare list, c or, Exhibit(JL). n at
Ia CO1.11 as bem~ iz'icd to E.,hi;'i-t (JPL-3) -:hich is V'r. C.s1vcr'- ,senL

of oether Lock I LOh;as in te flississipi -.hich flo.,s thriur.2 the Diiryland s. rvico
are3. As cir. he ser-ri. to.e nixu potinntial is sc;chtloss than tho c -Aculotcd
Potcnti of bnth NliryloiJ *;J he Cerps of Fn~in-,'ers. This indicates that the
feasibility o~f c:;indivit;ua.l Leck Dioi i,!st be :innly':ed in ordo'- ti dot- r,in2
its fJlHl , '. r ,sc. uon 0i zr.i l sttudy thus fair it wc-ulc apneair

uth,at Lock h~ i01. 1 8if, *,K) !"St likol) kxw :iJL11J1 :,( pI.'Vl Uc~noiC dnd technicdl
*feisibility toi. lydriehctric dtcvtolor'. nt. B-8



7 ~ n cc2e1 P 3 1t. , DairylalJr'd

I. - tiru~~C-d L c r'' 11 S:t' 'r i r. Cavet' c i a S nc
irclu* d al 1 C '.i c-7t 1 Cc rp T Y3n, i~ofnl, 5'ht tc,

1 .nstrativ- -- ' rrr- /iiK . n~ jrir n : ge* ~tion. Da iry eI L& v.ae Ei< r. ic E o Cii~ c -s cid aedaeIra~ i 'ota
cost o~f th2 prcjc~t in 2anU2ry 1 ~f do',:: Thin -7ary of co t:it
shown as Ezh',i'.it (j2-L-4). The tot--i cost' fcr the proje t, in )&r:.-ary I st
l9SO dollar., is 2,"KOO
Tt has bez~n Calmtc by>-.C ert that t i - p rc i t ccjld be crv-pknted
in apprcxi±:-.tc'1 iyTrec a K )f yrs. :-,-rEaore v.- Cestratei th,% costs
ofth2 project In terT's c-, a c.pcion datc. ;f lune 30, 10-3. "ae h v

aswithtcit costs w1 e~at t per year, and that D'airyland'sinteestd'~rr.~ccrstrutic ~ ~u~n - - interest rzt

We also made an anaiysis Of the lossibility o-F this unit being dea'~dueto long lEad tm entapproval, enviror-antal matttnt adother regulatory pr~r:.This aenlysis ass~ej. t: t -e prje t ;a~d
in serv-?,I- 0on N-Ve7m--T IS:, 1 937, v."h chi 2h e- ~~ htw r ~eo~'Project 87 to co in Service. Ti, arnalysi, itth :v er19, oultn
date, v.i IIe 1 ic-,-/ a 'i rect cc~pai4scn of thepi: ctsfo hshy- rjc
with Project 2.7 c-.sts.
A su.=,ry ci the estirmt:!ed cast- fa ccm-1eti n in 1 33 anJ 1l37 ir ncu-in Exhibit tJL n. te r cc-2s t"It 1-v2 'a en 4rz1ud-i in ou:~~-canlsi r CO~ ~~atr a v'an- co-ts al'd annual 4nsurav-c:- c!s *s

l~ehae scdth C U-atd O a~n3Ic,-a rr~~ tenannce costs t~wer deelaa~in :* ~l~±L S , C-r annual inSuralCe coS: L
bee ~veipe ba&Jupc srn a-co~s hI a xP21ienc-ed in our Flua-,-:u Hy JroStatia-n.

In de'L,2mini,,, t:-i- fixed chargar icc~th oto o~e r~&s him~pact of the prcporty tcx uipc~ a jact Th su-tcsa oit~et~ts
arral~saitic, 122rstdluT! 1 cons truxti c-,, prcp~t -y taxes, th~at .reinclAcd in the2 ecomcjiic anally>i, ara icue sEhbt(P-)

WHUAT !.ERc THE7 RESULTS OF -PL ECQYUCP2ALYSIS?

-0The results of th ~n~icarlysis are SLI.a',1iZe6' in Ex hibit (rL -3).The results of Lt-is ir-,.ysis iildic,.to j,3cwit an interolst rate of 91 ara facility 1 fe 0 f EO yLir S ad r. p~t ta4 p~a onteprse r:x
Minnesota, th3t' this project w,.ould h~ve a ~ loi S' ct of 1- 6.r kio9atthour if it was CCnS+truatcJ ard cc Dlo, i y 1 0-f, th ptjc
by Ntovc!-ber 193-7 fh:2 ii nu 1,. a o I9 C." tOf th" P'Oj at k':Oul d b !*9.'I £ per* ~kilowatt hourt. Tthis c:;rsto th' ~~~il C'l izoj cotofPj.c 7f
7.15 d pc-r kiloat o.

B- 9



DIDT Y~OU PZEP7022 ; AiLY I C CHETCK TH:- SE:"PI; T V ITY OF YOUR ECrOiQMIC
EV*'I;~LtjC ,I,Tl,4 V't l IN11 YC'R AS1U1,PT10O2S?

Yes. Asecon- c-orocnic analysis has been made which was based on several
assmpton astofiranir~ csts and tax credits. Fronn our analysis of

the inccrntivos t~ing offcared by fetferal Br.a state government for the
develcpment c,. hya;rc prcject'Ls indicates that these incentives are in th-Ie
reduction ii- irreresi: rates for capital e:ndtraas well as tax cre-dits.
We have talked to Seve-al fir.ncial instititiors abcjt how these tax crEdits

mihtafect D,,r1land. It appears from current pending legislation in the
Unte Sates c~c:-ate that induistrial development bonds could be used to

finance hydro&!3--:tric developrent. These in.dustrial revenue bonds are bonds
floated by muricipais and other gsvernmnental bodies whiich are exempt from
federal inccm-ie zax. It would a.,,pEar fro- cur discussions with financial
institutions '.hF.t these bonds could carry an interest rate of several per-
centage points k;;.,er than Dairyland's present financing methods. Therefore
we have assua in our sensitivity analysis that an interest rate of 7-, for
development of t -e Genoa hydro project would be a reasonable rate to look at.
We have also assu7 ed in the sensitivity analysis that the State of Min~nesota
would not tax the project with a propecrty taX, and therefore would reduce the
propert tax to zero. These assumptions are spoculati',e at" this particular

point. Ho%-ever. they do offer some sensitivi', as to the incentives that
could be offer-i Ly fedral and state go,.~:ens

Based on the ann;.al cost analysis included as Exhibit (JPL-7) it is
indiate th th' these reduce ine-s as and1 no property tax that

the annual levelized cost witn the unit constrI.ucted and inservice by l33
would be 4.6%c nr kilo'gatt hour, and with the unit in service in November
1937 th, eeie :na ccst per kilowatt hee Ld njlour would be 6.01.4 per kilowatt
hour. This comptres to a levelized ccst of 7.15 per kilowatt hour fromn
Project 87.

IN PERFORMIING YOUR' STUDY FAVZ YOU CO'SIDERED THE POSSIBILITY OF RECEIVING
GOVERNMENT FiNANCIAL SUPPORT FOR THE DEVELOPIMENT OF HYDRO CAPACITY?.

Yes. In our answer in the prevIcus question we have investigated the reduc-
tion in the interest ratco of approximately 2',, and also have looked at a
reduction or a cancellation in property taxes. The legislation currently

* pending in Unitod States Senat-e would provide that interest on industrial
developmient bonds issued~ to finance facilities the primary function of which
is the generation of hydro electr-ic power, is exempt fron federal income t xation.
If the bill werz passad in the present form, the availability of industrial
development bond financing for hydroelectric facilities in Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa and Illinois, would depend upon whether industripl development bond

*statutes of those states permit the financing of such facilities. The
Wisconsin arnd MIrnasota Statutes appear to be suffici-ntly broad to permit
such a financin1 . Powever, legislation may be reqiuired for Dairyland to Llse
industrial dcvlop;ient bond financing for hydroelectric facilities in Iowa
and Illinois.
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As indicatcl in our previous di:,'jsicn, this ir,dustrial dvelor-ent
financir/, ' , Ii low cro cot of -rney aiproirjtely 2 percentage ,cnr:-
below pr,' , Iaryla r. c n. sourc.... The cro-,oser- Gnnoe hydro
develcp.2ec is located 'i, the State of hinresota. There is no irdicaticrn
that the State of Minre.cta ',:-uld rot charge a property tax on the proposed
develcp-,znt. l'c.wever, it is felt that perhaps this "ird of incencive could
be offered by the legislature should developc;ent of the hydro potertial
at the Lock 5 Dam syst-. o-come a reality. If we would e,rk upon this
project v,e wo-id investi'-ate all poSsiole sources of financin3 that .-y be
available to these typ-s of projects.

* WHAT 03STACLES DO YOU FORESEE TO TH7 P,. ,IT OF HYDROELECTRIC DEELOP"717?

At the present time %:e see the licensing prccedure of the Federal Energy
REgulatory ,gsncy to be a major obstacle to this or Lry hydro project. We
also mist investigate r-,re closely the environ.ental effects of this prcject,
particularly on tl;e -.ttites cf the Corps of Engineers, U.S. Fish & W.lidife
Service and other concerned acencies en the specific proect. As tha project

is proposed, the power ,ouse wil" be lccate very close to the Fish & ',,ildlife
Refuge, and there is corca rn that durirg construction we would need consid-sr-
able amsur.t o' Zefuge ropt, such things as r ia la\'dc'.In, a ce.n:7n
batch p..., and other types of ccnstructicn activity. W e also would b_

required to move in and cut -,f t:-se site by way of the dike th.at exter,ds fr:.
the end of the existin- d- -o the N,1i n sota sid?, and we und-rstand that
there are several nesting ..aitats cf bald eagles in that particular rogion.
Therefore, the attit d2 of the Fish & Wildlife Service is not completelyundLrstoc- at this particular time.

We also ,-ust study the effects upon the sport fishing in the ississippi River
below the dams, ard the c;eratil of the Lock & Dam system is crimarily for
navigation, with some flood control, we must investigate further with the
Corps cf Engineers their oper-=ting philosophy to determine if this cperatirg
philosop'y ..:ould blend with the successful operation of' a ;'ydro project.

Another ccncern that would appear to be an obstacle is the small size of the
project, and the relati,'ely hich cost. We have not investigated all the ccsts
of the regulatory proce&tre to obtain approval of this particular project, but
it would appar that these costs could be substantial, and without furtherinvestigation into these particular costs we don't know if the frontend cost

of obtaining regulatory approval are worth the effort for such a small amount
of installed generating capability.

0- -
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DIPECTING YOU. ATTE.' TI TO A DIFFERETNT TECV',1LUCL 1".R. LEIFER,
WHAT SORT OF ECr)>jO HAVELYSIS,-,VE YOU PE'.-,D IN COiJU;CTiO;1 WITH
MR. HEN iEN'S ,ID ENERGY LOVERSIO, SYSTE;, STUTES?

An economic ar.aiysis has been rade various wind energy conversion systems
(WECS). Mr. Hennen has r,:de an estimate of the capital cost for constructing
various types of WECS in et her 100 unit arrays, or the saze units corstr:jctei
on a diversified basis throughout the Dairyiard system. We have studied in
detail two types of units, the WG Unit, which is a 200 kilo,;att rated unit,
and the Alcoa Vertical. Axis Unit, which is a 300 kilowatt rated unit.

Mr. Hennen in his testirony has discussed the energy output of each of these
types of machines. Additicnaly ,;e have locked at the MCD-2 Unit on an
individual basis. Our estimates for these costs are very preiininary based
on manufacturers data only and no experience. Mr. Hennen has discussed the
IWOD-2 Unit in his testimony.

Our evaluation assumed that the units would be installed either on 7-1-1903,
or 11-1-1937. This was done for ccmpariscn purposes with th? installation
dates of other units considered in our studies. We have calcu:ated the interest
during construction and inflaticn to determine the investment cost required on
those in-service dates. Exhibit (%JPL-8) is a su..rnary of the estimated
construction cost of the various units analyzed.
Additionally we made an aalysis of the Alcoa Units with the electrical5ddioal. Thi wa doe1.tet 1
generator and equipment price reduced by 50g. This was done to test -

the sensitivity of the economics should costs decline due to
increased prcducticn of t-o-s- c na;,ator units. These costs irclude the

* wind generator and supportin, structures for the wind generating equipment.

"As inicated, we have ev-luated the 1rits in either a 100 unit array, which
would mean that the units wo:Id be i..talled in an array on a cc,-non site,
each separated by ten blade diameters or bia.d_ heights, depending upon the
type of unit. This installation would have advantages for operation and
maintenance of a IlECS systm.

We have also evaluated the impact of taking the same 100 units of either the
WTG or Alcoa type and installing them at dispersed locations throughout the

* Dairyland system. The detailed advantages of this type of installation will
be presented by Mr. Hennen.

Based cn the estimated construction costs shown in Exhibit ( JPL-8 )
as well as the estimated operation and raintenince costs shoi!n in Exhibit
(JPL-9), we have determined tie levelized annual cost of energy from edch

* of the systems studied. The annual cost analysis to determine the level ized
cost of energy from the WECS system was based on a facility life of 35 years,
which hasn't been proven for wind machines.

Also included in the analysis ;:or both the WTG 100 unit array, and the Alcoa
100 unit array, is a land revenue credit. There are wide areas of land

* available between each wind.ill in the array that could be orazed or plantcd.
We have determincd th3t this :1ind could be rented for agricultural purposes
and therefore the revenue from this rental is -pplied as a credit .'o the
annual costs of these plans.
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W LA L.~ TK I ES 1LTS C7 T H E A- 'LYSS'

The eccrc,-ic analysis of the ',:CS systc2;':,s tudi,' .J A t C! eh ~
ann~ual co1st in c.o.its er kicI t h.o- r ' fr-r,:, 7'.C ofir Il;~ u~'

l7.4~ ci- kic~h~L:hc~urfor systc Intlc ,r 1C>T1.yt:. :
in 19~ ';ould 1h.ve simia cs~rri. %.r l. per kilc)Katt hOJL!- to2G ;
kilowatt hour. A L77:,ry of the leve iEJan2~cs nntp-ri'at
hour is irncludc d as Exhibit (JPL-10).

DID YOU FEFR A' SENS]TIVIT7 A?!.LYS!S IN' C0%J2..,CTICN', WITH YO'J, rCr:Y*,C

ANAL YS S ?

U Yes, vie have arnalyzed t.he sensitivity of cir criciral Cnalysis.

For study purposes v:2 redu,ced -he Alcoa generator co:ts, which irc%-u" t: e
wiid genErato rL-r aid all supportiro structurES, by50; to detemi e the eff-ct
upon the annual ccsts of the economies that could be gained 'Ly, Mass pocr
wind gsneratinc e:7uipment. '12 select-ed th2 Alcoa Unit eca se it ejppeird t4
be the !,--,-es+. cost unit. compared to t-he ',$7G u.rits. This sansitivit.y an-";;sis
is shown or Exhitit (JPL-1O). WIit:l the prescnt D~trklrnd firancing a r
present prcpsrty tax rates the2 levelized ani-.ual cost of energy r;
these units ranCe Trcm abcut 1 24 Per, kiloI'c'aL hour fc;', u-nits install' in 1_33
to arounld 15,-tc 17d per kilc.ntt hour if a unit is insteile.' in 1937.
Additionally we 7_7de -an analyi ssing that, c .,n tructi i oL-hese VECS sy s
could b=_ finarced us-Ing i&s'a dev&ecp-:ent bone- fionir , Mich has
interest rate apprzx~mate',, 2 ' lower th anr D 2 ,'ryl Ercs ccrnvme -Ci c na 1s ~rc e c~
financir-, and also th.f:t t6.e Stote cf* '.isc.-!,s-n Iwould r-t tax tr..se s>5_'T5

an teefore su~sid ze 1-h-m to sc-e exta-nt. Using these r&_'uced intere'st retes
and prcperttxes, v. - hzve calculateid the leveiized enn'jsl cost in cants nar
kilow.-att hour for units instailed in 19Z3 and in 13,7. Those costs ra~v' rC.1
7.4c, per kiio'.:att hour to 13.SC per kilo .att h-our fc,-19S3 inv.estmEnts, or it
unis inst-alied in l 87 the annual levelized ccst *:ould rain-n from "'Ol4 to

18.41. pa-r kilo-,:,att hcur. A su,-mary of th ? iveiiZEC* annual cost with the
industrial develop. 7.nt bond financing and property tax reliei nlddi
EXhibit (JPL-l3).

WHAT HAVE YOU CONCLUTDED AS A RESULT OF THIS !qECS ANALYSIS?

Based upon tte results of this analysis of the W'ECS system it would a "r
that the costs of ',.ECS systcnrs, particularly the mallcr 103 ind .3'O 1Jlc-.iatt
units, are not 2conomically cc~-prable to fuel prices frc,. conventio'ol -.o~sil
units. WE pr-cpaired a levelized cost o'7 fuel analysis for ProJect F7. , hjCj,

K indicates over tho 35 yc~r lifo of Proj'-ct N7, that the levolizeJ fuel zost
would be about 4.7SA por kilowit,- hour, with fuel esclilation 3t 7 per year.

6With fuel es,7alaticn of 10, per- yoir, a lPVeli7or fuel c 4- or the
35 yeir peri.,d of 7.6-, per kilow..'tt howr wuuld result.
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Due to the O of the wird 47CS can Le csuntcd uxon only as fuel s.vcrs
and rot as fi'm cFrCity 'cr utiiities. Tier-efore, it is proper to co-pare

the annuai costs of a ,d sy:tcn to the annual costs of a fuel which -it il
• replace. As the Dairyland syste:1 prcduces most of its energy with coal-fircd
_ steam generating ecuip-ent, it viould be proper to compare the fuel costs frcm

these steam units to tie !evelized annuai cost of the VECS systems'

Based upon our analysis it wculd appea- that the larger ?:D-2 wECS
may be eccro7ically Justifiable &s a fuel saver in the future. The smaller
200 and 300 ki units do not appear at this time to be ecoromically cc7parable
to the fuel ccst frci fossil units. it would appear that Dairyland siiculd
continue to r.:nitcr the devsiop:r.,?nt of the fVOD-2 WECS
It should be p ,r,_a out that the .ZLD-2 has not been built and tne costs used
in this analysis &re costs based on estimates developed in 1977. The first

installation of th? M91D-2 pr:;ram is a cluster of units to be install-d
" by the Bonneville Pc..:ar Authority in late 1920, or early 1S3l The research

and development of the 1E;'CS is rapidly getting under way, Dairyland
is co,.itted to mcnitoring these programs to determine their applicability

to the Dairyland system.

DOES TH.*AT CON:CLUDE YCUR TESTI".Y?

-. 9-.

Yes.
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Table JPL-3

EXHIBIT
DAIRYL,.,D FP.R COOPERATIVE

MISSIS31PPI RIVER HYDRO POTENTIAL

DpC(a) C. of E.(b) CAI(C)
Location Darn 1o. MW MW MW

Red Wing 3 5.1 4.8
Alma 4 9.6 8.8 5.3

Fountain City 5 13.7 14.0 7.0

Winona 5A 6.6 6.6

Trempealeau 6 6.1 7.4 6.6
.. Dresbach 7 10.4 12.6

Genoa 8 14.7 14.0 10.0
. Lynxville 9 9.6 9.6 8.7

Guttenberg 10 12.2 13.6 8.0

Total 88.0 91.4

(a) Hydro Potential calculated by DPC based upon average head

and flcw data for the 5 year period '974-1976.

(b) Corps of Engineers Hydro Potential.

(c) Cc.nor:ealth Associates Hydro Potential based upon the
results of the Genoa Hydro Appraisal Study.

0
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ESTI;.-'L ~

G AH C rF

Est. Cost

DITRECT C057S cr

Land L* La R'c's 150o
Pce : t :ue 3,705
Peservclr, Z 1 ,049
Turblrs u' Cenerators 10,9115
Acces-scy EPlcct. Equi P. 946
Misc. Pc,.:=r Piart Equip30
Roads 8
Trans.ission St,2tiln EqUip 700

Total 0P'ect Ccsts 18,610

INDIRECT CO6S

Tem-P. Ccst-. F~c1ties 300
Erviron:--nTc1 Co;-,trCl 250
Misc. indircoz. Ccnst. 1,100

TctaInir, Cc~ts 1,650

OVERRCAD CO STS

Eng inc e 'i ng 1,800
Legal Ex-.sc-s 100

* AdinistIiv 1 ~ ea 250

Totali 0.,erheai Costs 2,150

Y(OTA"L PFO.2ECT C3ST 1/1/C10 $22,410

ESTIMATED COST .... C,-- eti c r 7 /1,S Comnlcticn_11/11/57

Project Cost $22,410 $3,201 $22,410 $3,2r.1
In*. du,-ing con~tructicii 4,b 73 5,782?1 2 6
Esc~o _ 1 ~ 66f, 11,624 6';.

Total Cost $ 3 0, 23 $1,340 $39 ,81 C; W5,623

B- 17



"-' TAE3LE *7T'h- 5

'47

STUDY_'.SU.?Ti,,S

' !nterct

RERC' ~r,22~ %zn fuf.l 9
Irdustriel dve~c.?ment 7%
Interest d:rirg ccn-truct>. 7.5%

#.~ni;-'al Escalation n~r vcar

O. sr.irc C s 7%5-

Pro: rt T2, :-

Mi nnc sot a 2.2

? Facility Lifec

Hydro 50 years

Wind 35 years

Fossil 35 years

B- 18
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. .: .j . ,-r --. -..- --.- -. .

. ... TAPLI .:PL-6

" CETDA H-'"'J , 2'>K"T

b;--~ --. bT U . I'.

Generati .c C:"pc i ty / ,GS0 kW

Annual norgy 52,000 1.2A

LID 8 L/D 7 L/D 8 L/D 7
ESTI",TED COSTS $100 0 - $/kW

i Inves .en ...

1/1/80 22,4,0 24,600 3,201 3,400

7/1/83 30,383 4,34,0

11/1/27 39,316 5,688

ANNUAL

1/1/80 48 102

7/1/83 63

11/1/87 82

I!SeP-f!, CE (4)

1/1/80 12

7/1/83 14
11/1/37 16

A I rL P.'E-UE P.EC, F•'. JS
A s s um.t - o0ns

Inte'est Rate 9%

Facility Life 50 years

Salvaga Value 0

Taxe s 2.2% Mirnesota

Fixed Chai-g. Rate (FOR) : CRF + Taxes

CRF % 50 yrs = 9.12%

FCR 9.1210 + 2.2V = 11.32%

LEVELIZED COSTS - $1000

In Service 7/1/83 in Szrvic 11/173?

Fixcd Cost S3,440 $4,507

- Operatin.. Cost 173' 226

Insurance 23. 26
Total Atnual Cost 3,6'6 4,759
Annual Cost - ,/,WH 6.99 9.15
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Lost D ur G-'I -

"" .TS 1. 7 ;. T l

TG-1 Ui Y 26,724 3,725 5 7 4

VtTG- ICO Unit ivi-sifizd 28,934 4,C33 6,2!

UAl coa-1 C Unit Array. 205,955 3,759 53c
" Alcoa-1on Unit D-lpersi ied 24 ,8r1 346, "t5,T 8

Alcoa-1.O Unit ?lrzv. 19,465 2,73 4,1 2n1

AScoa-100 Un' Diversifice* 17,301 2,,42 1"74S

CIO.D-- 2 3,031 423 64

UNITS ' SEICP, T f- 11/ / 7

W;G-1C3O Unit Aray 26,724 4,892 16,.4 -77.2'

. !ITG-10 Unit Civersifiez 28,934 5,301 17,447 2?

Alcoa-103 Unit Ar.ray 26,S55 4,594 16,2!.
Alcoa-1' Unit Diversifie 24,S-1 4,553 5 4 3,4'.

Alcoa-1C^ Unit Array* 19,465 3,566 11,77 24,7,3

Alcoa-103 Unit Diversifiedk 17,331 3,184

MOD-2 3,031 555 1,828 5,1"

*Cost c-C wind qc7,ratirg _equipment
SAreduccaO by 50.

-2 1

-'-ASalJUi iesfe* 1,8 ,B 04i 3,..



TALE ,PL-

EXHIBIT
* WIND EEF.?;Y C0:"'ERSO, SSTEMS

i~V SY TP E M,.

ESTPATED CPE.ATlr,. COSTS

AND ANI!UAL E;UJRGY OUFTPUT

Operation Insurance Energy Installed

System Costs Costs Output Capacity
__ __ __.__ __ __ _ __ __ _1/1/60 1/1/83 __,_,._H '____, _

'.,1H

UNITS IN SERVICE 7/1/83

WTG - 100 Unit Array 540 9 31,000 20

WTG - 100 Unit Diversified 600 9 33,700 20

Alcoa- 100 Unit Array 450 8 31,000 30

Alcca - iC3 Unit Diversified 600 8 33,820 30

N D D-2 91 2 7,689 2.5

B- 22
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J J.L- 1
. ~E.,II~iTP -

-1... E"71-17,': '  '%S... IC:; ., eT .;
"-" " " S ; ( GF LEVLZEL Z V ';.+ C', TS

1. Levelized Cost A, ;sur.irg Fresent Firarzirj and PrryTax rPatce?.

L '..v izeJ Anr.ual Cc,'. - /~Sys t_--- Instal4l ic - . 7/1/103 Tnt:.11 tic: I ..

WTG - 100 Unit A.rray 17.4 23.1

WTG - 1C Unit Di.ersified 15.4 20.5

Alcoa - 1C] Unit Array 16.2

Alcoa - IL.0 Unit Diversified 13.9

Alcoa - 1CO Unit Arrey* 12.6 1

Alcoa - 100 Unit Diversified* 11.0

*Cost of ir, gener,tin equipment reduced 50%

MOD-2 9.6 12.8

Project F7 Fuel Cost - 7i Esc.ltion 4.7
10;%, Esca;aticn 7.6

II. Level ized Ccst Assu-ing Industrial Develcp.-,,ant Bond ., nci:.c anl
Property Tax Re'jief.

Levelized Annual C st - IAN1H
. System Installation 1/,../F3, Instal'tatic. II':;

14TG - IO Unit Array 13.8 18.4

WTG - IGO Unit Diversified 12.3 16.4

Alcoa - I00 Unit Array 12.3 16.4

Atcc3 - 100 Unit Diversified 11.3 15.0

Alcoa - 100 Unit Array* 9.9 13.3

Alcoa - 100 Unit Oiv2rsified* 9.4 12.5
*Cost of wind generating ecquip::.ent reduceJ 5O%

-OD-2 7.4 10.1

Project 87 Fuel Cost - 71 Escalaton - 4.7
10% Escaletion - 7.6

SB- 23
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V " FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
CHICAGO RIFGIONAL OFF VI

" -230 SOUTH mEARU,)RPN ,rprErT. PO*)M 3130

" ' :CHICAG ( D, I C S 6O#04

In reply refer to:
GE EPR- C I- RB

March 7, 1980

* COL William W. Badger, District Engineer

". St. Paul District Corps of Engineers

ATTN: Planning Branch/NCSED-PB
1135 U.S. Post Office and Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

*- Dear Colonel Badger:

I am responding to the February 27 Notice regarding the initiation of a
reconnaissance study for hydropower addition at Mississippi River Lock
& Dam No. 7. The Notice also requested information on our interests in
the study.

Under provisions of the Federal Power Act, the various Flood Control and
River and Harbor Acts, the Water Resources Planning Act, and related leg-
islation, we have been assigned broad responsibilities rela:ing to the
planning, construction, and operation of water resources projects, par-
ticularly with regard to the development of power. These statuatory

*. responsibilities require us to cooperate in Federal river basin investi-
,* gations by making studies and furnishing information on such matters as

the potentialities for power development, the market for potential power,
and the value of the power. Therefore, we will provide information on
these topics as requested.

If you have any further questions or if you would like to coordinate the
receipt of the information for the study, you can contact Ron Lesniak on
312/353-7215 (FTS).

Sincerely,

"4 Lawrence F. Coffill

Regional Engineer

4-2



ZIii tzdt of Pi5contsit VLL PF4ILLIPS

SLCRLTAIRV OF 5I ATE

~jrCHARlit S P SMIl I
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF PUBLIC LANDS STATL IIU ASUJ[.

,05 NRTH EGOIROAD(31O NSON C. I.AFOL.LI Tf-

505 NORTH SEGOE ROAD ATIOIRNL Y ( NE,4I/L

ST PHLN L. GAUGLR

(608) 266-1370 MADISON, WISCONSIN 53705 SECHETARY

March 7, 1980

District Engineer
St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers
ATTN. Planning Branch
1135 U.S. Post Office and Custom House
St. Paul,MN 55101

RE: NCSED-PB Lock and Dam 7 Hydropower Reconnaissance Study

Gentlemen;

I am now employed by the Board of Commissioners of Public
Lands. The address and postion on the inclosed announcement
are no longer valid and should be discontinued. I would
suggest that future notice be sent to the State Planning
Office which is located at 1 West Wilson St. Madison, WI, 53701.
The letter could be addressed to the attention of the Director.

This office is responsible for leasing of public lands under
the provisions of s. 24.39 Wis. Stats. If there is any matter
that you are concerned with under the provisions of that section
this office should then be notified.

' Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Yours truly,

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF PUBLIC LANDS

Stephen'E. Gauger, Se.retary

t.0 B-25



United States )epartment of the Interior
FISH A.N[) % h ll I 11 V 1 '-, 1? 1 1

St. Paul Field Office, Ecological Services
... ~538 Federal Building and U S. Court House

316 North Robert Street

St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

March 12, 1980

Colonel William W. Badger
District Engineer, St. Paul District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

1135 U.S. Post Office and Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Colonel Badger:

This responds to your February 11, 1980 letter concerning
the preparation of a reconnaissance study to evaluate the
potential for the addition of hydropower generating facilities
at Lock and Dam 7 near LaCrosse, Wisconsin. We will be
pleased to assist you in this matter. Our representative
will be Mr. Gary Wege (725-7131) of this office.

We look forward to working with the St. Paul District on

this project.

Sincerely,

.-y.- Richard F. Berry
'.Field Office Supervisor

cc: UMRWLFR, Winona

- - UMRWLFR, LaCrosse
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- - -'-O---MI---T-.---i-:-S-

COMMITS WASHINGTON ot rer.
EDUCATION AND LAfIJH 1017 Lo M..o., H , IJ,.tL,.,

SMALL BUSINESS

-'. D.%..... M CONGRESSMAN ARLEN ERDAHL 704 . U .

DAKOTA P HOUSE OF REPRESENrATIVES 07C0.2 PA.OUGr STt rLF

FLLM , E WA,,..A WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515 33r. wc ...
GDOO -L. AA,'-1.T')N WEST ST. PAUL. MIN"I" M0- il
HOUSTON WINONA
O.MST.O 612-795-7715

March 13, 1980

Major S. E. Draper
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
St. Paul District
1135 U.S. Post Office & Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Major Draper:

Thanks very much for your letter enclosing the news release
about the Corps of Engineers reconnaissance study to determine the
potential for hydropower generation at Lock and Dam 7 near
LaCrosse.

As a strong believe in using hydropower wherever it is
feasible, I am glad to see the Corps is looking into this possibility.
Please advise me as to the outcome of the reconnaissance study.

With best regards, I am

Sincerely,

ARLEN ERDAHL
Member of Congress

AE:krm
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United States Department of the Interior

i~i :,-*:., /702 Post Office fBuildinj
'_ St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

March 13, 1980

District Engineer .
St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers
1135 Post Office Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

ATIN: Planning Branch

NCSED-PB

Dear Sir:

ihis letter is in response to your request for comments on the Corps'
hydropower reconnaissance study at lock and dam 7 near La Crosse, Wis. A
cursory examination of flow records for the Mississippi River at La Crosse
indicates that the 99-percent-duration flow is about 6,900 ft3/s, and the
60-percent-duration flow is about 16,000 ft3/s. With a differential head
of 8 feet at the dam, about 4,700 kw could be generated 99 percent of the
time, and about 11,000 kw could be generated 60 percent of the time. This
amount of power is so small that we wonder if consideration is being given -
to raising the height of the dam to provide more head and to increase the
flow available from storage. If so, questions may be raised by landowners,

* environmental groups, and the Fish and Wildlife Service concerning the in-
undation of additional land above the dam, including the wildlife refuge at
Lake Onalaska. Your study might address this issue by providing information
on the tradeoffs between power generation and potential damage to wetlands.

Please let me know if we can assist in the study by providing hydrologic
* data on strean,flow characteristics in the vicinity of lock and dam 7.

Sincerely yours,

4 Donald R. Albin

District Chief

cc: Regional Hydrologist, USGS
Regional Director, FWS

ONE lU.'I)J) 'DAS OF F41i rll ,,AI'IE. " IN TIlEPiT!C SI.R VI('E
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JUnited States i)epartment of the Interior
FISII AND WI.IL)[I.I SI RVI( IN REPY I i ,

"' .2 TWIN CITIES AREA OFFICE
530 Federal Building and U.S. Court House

316 North Robart Strect
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Colonel William W. Badger
Dist. Engineer, St. Paul Dist.

* U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office & Custom House
St. Paul, MN 55101

Dear Colonel Badger:

i .This responds to your February 11, 1980 letter requesting our comments
on the possible addition of hydropower generating facilities at lock and
dam 7 near La Crosse, Wisconsin. Due to the preliminary nature of this
subject and consequent lack of detailed project information at this time,
our comments will be in general terms.

Existing Resources

Most of the area in Pools 7 and 8, including land adjacent to lock and
dam 7, are managed as part of our Upper Mississippi River Wild Life and

-m Fish Refuge (UMRWLFR). Pool 7 of the Upper Mississippi River provides
excellent and extensive fish and wildlife habitat. Lake Onalaska and
the deltas of Tank Creek, Shingle Creek, and the Black River provide
valuable fish and wildlife habitat and excellent hunting, fishing, and
trapping opportunities. Lake Onalaska in particular provides valuable
resting and feeding areas for migrating waterfowl, including canvasback
ducks, as well as habitat for a variety of important sport and commercial
fishes. Pool 7 is used extensively for public recreation (hunting, fish-
ing, trapping, camping, and boating). In addition, four archeological
sites included in the National Register are located in this area. The
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources has also classified Tank Creek

at River Mile 711 as a natural area.

Pool 8 also provides valuable fish and wildlife habitat, and hunting,
fishing, and trapping are considered excellent throughout the extensive
backwater areas. In addition, backwater areas provide valuable resting

. and feeding habitat for migrating waterfowl, including canvasback ducks.
A heron and egret rookery also exists in the delta of the Root River.

*O Like the upstream pool, Pool 8 is also used extensively for public recrea-
tion. Two archeological sites have been documented on the pool, one at
Goose Island and another along the Wisconsin shore at River Mile 693.5.
Wisconsin has designated a natural area, Turtle Nesting Site, at River
Mile 685.
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Several federally designated ednd o:'d or tir. ,d s:201 . have bc,:n
known to occur in thn. a:ea of thc Upp:,: v', w. The b3.l J
eagle (Hal metc l'ir o K- h ) , ;: t "a-I e, , witters in num.'-ers
on the Upper rls . 0, C.onn., ,it ,- ID,; di-..-; or nea- the
mouths of tributaries where fisf provide :j ready food supply. Also, the
endangered iHg ln's eye p,.,"iy 1 ' a . 'n) inhabits pvr-

tions of the river. Histor4cally, the _-n .pr>;gine falcon (F a!eo
peregrinus) has also been known to occur in tils area.

Concerns

Construction and operation of a hydropower facility at lock and dam 7
will impact fish and wildlife resources, tihe extent of which must even-
tually be documented should the project appear feasible. A major concern

- of ours is the possible effects to existing daily and seasonal water levels.
A change in such levels could result in adve:-se impacts to wetlands, back-
water areas, shoreline habitat, and associated fish and wildlife resources
and may also conflict with our management of the U>IRWLFR. Regardless
of a change in water levels, the location of the generating facility and
its operation could alter existing flow patterns. Existing flows are
fairly uniform across the river at lock and dam 7. Concentrating a propor-

- tion of this flow through the generating facility could affect existing

,. upstream and dowmstream flow patterns, terrestrial and aquatic habitats,
.- possibly increase scouring and erosion, and affect the existing tailwater

sport fishery. We would be particularly concerned about this funneling
effect during low flow periods.

We are also concerneo with potential injury and mortality of aquatic

organisms due to entrainment through the generating facilities. Impinge-
*ment of organisms may also be an important factor if screening devices

are used at the intakes. In addition to design, construction, and opera-
tion of the generating facility, construction of required transmission
lines, corridors, and other facilities would also result in adverse impacts
to fish and wildlife resources.

As stated earlier, most lands in this area of the Upper Mississippi River,
and in particular those located immediately east of lock and dam 7, are
included in our Upper Mississippi River Wild Life and Fish Refuge. From
the refuge standpoint, we are concerned tnat project construction and
operation may conflict with the intended purposes for which these lands
were acquired as a wildlife refuge.

The above concerns should be adequately addressed in future studies if
the addition of generating facilities in lock and dam 7 appears economically
feasible. I have designated Mr. John Lindell, District Mannger-UMRWLFR,
P.O. Box 415, La Crosse, WI 54601 (608-782-3210) as our representative
in this matter. We also suggest you closely coordinate this project with
the Wisconsin and Minnesota Department:s of Ntural Resources.

-
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ncThe eniange:2e spec ies c.:;nt. e fnt :ri t i71 le' tter con Ititut,
informal consultation only. Should you encounter listed or proposed .,:, .-
gered or threatened species or their habitits in thie area, the Dep.-nt-
of the Army should initiate the forrml consultation process. This can
be accomplished by writing to the Regional Director, U.S. Fish and 'ildl-fn
Service, Federal Building, Twin Cities, MN 55111.

These comments have been prepared under the authority of and in accordance
with provisions of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (48 Stat. 401,
as amended; 16 U.S.C. 661 et seq.) and are consistent with the intent
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

We appreciate the opportunity to offer our preliminary comments and look
forward to working with St. Paul District personnel on this project.

Sincerely yours,

.ines L. Smith
' Acting Area Manager

cc: Minn. DNR, St. Paul "
Wise. DNR, Madison
Bruce Hawkinson, Minn-. DNR, Lake City
Dan Wilcox, ERB, Corps of Engineers, St. Paul

B3
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FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATO:' cor,,f.1SION
C t ( ,, ; [[, " ',, T? F" .

:* 2C 0 TOCH 0 ,:. ,r F*)',, -

July 9, 1930

Colonel William W. Badger
District Engineer

*' St. raul District Corps of Engineers
1135 U. S. Post Office & Custom House

St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear Colonel B~adger:

Your June 15, 1980 letter reluests current pover values for a potentnl

hydroelectric generating plant located at Lock & Dam No. 7 on the
Mississippi R iver neer LaCrosse, Wisco.isin.

As discussed with Mr. Al Bjorknuist of your staff, we will rcouire
somewhat more detailed information before we can compute power values
applicable to the particular site and project that you are evaluating.
In particular, we will need the following data applicable to each pro-

posal for which you i.,ant power values computed:

a) Installed capacity.

* b) Dependable capacity based on availability during seasonal

maximum electric demand periods--January!December and
July/August. (These date may be given as capacity duration

curves for the two periods)

c) Weekly generation schedule comprising average annual generation

profile.

d) Weekly maximum and minimum capacity restrictions on hydro

operation.

Since these data are probably somewhat premature at this stage of your

investigation, "typical" power values may meet your need at this time.

Detailed and site specific values can be furnished once project pnra-

meters are more narrowly defined.

Power values for a typical base load hydro addition, the type your le4tter

states is currently envisioned, would be computed bised on the construction
and operating costs of a coal-fired steam-telectric rlant. Using a Federal
interest rate of 7-1/8 percent and January 1, 19S0 price levels, we would
estl-ite the pover values for a base load plant of this type to be appr>oxi-
m intely $125 per kilo'.att of dcpendable caacit; .1'! Q P3.59 -cr tiousuAl

". kilov'att-lhours of average annual energy rroducc..

4Z
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In the event, ho-.evor, that the particular project does not have a
significant d ,endable czpacity, it r-)y be appropriate to ccnsider t,,(
most likely alternative to Ie sonethi.g other than a base load stear DL..,:.
If, for exnmple, the-.e is no dc.nbie capacity, or if the dependa.b!,
capacity portion is nuite small, the value of the project is more corrc'ct'y
based on the avoid-d pro,.uction cot of the thermpl energy dispIced by t!,e
hydro operatioo or on the s';ste-' costs associated with a combustion turbine
plant as the most likely alternative.

As your study progresses, and as project parameters become better defined,
we will be glad to furnish you -with nore project specific power values.
Also, as you continue your investigation, if you have particuler nuestions
regarding the effect of a proposed operating plan on the benefits, please
contact M'r. David Simon of my staff at (FTS) 353-6701 and he will be
available to discuss the situation with you.

Sincerely,

49
Lawrence F. Coffill
Regional Engineer
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,. FEDERAL ENERGY REGULA7O;Y CO)IMIS31ION

LA' .'."r. "Z"'," "
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December 3, 1980

Mr. Louis Kowalski
Chief, Planning Division

St. Paul District

Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office & Custom House
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dear 1r. Kowalski:

Your October 16, 1980 letter requests our analyses of the value of pomier at
Lock and Dam No. 7 located on the 'Mississippi River near LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
The Lock aad Dam No. 7 project -,ould consist of either a 4.8 or a 7.2 ., t
hydroe.rctric installation and could produce either 32563 or 47665 megawatt-
hours of energy anniially.

Using a coal-fueled steam-electric plant as the most likely alternative to the .
proposed hydroelectric project, po'er values are stizaiarLzed in the attached
table. 'These are "at-market" value!:; no transmission line costs for the hydrc-
electric developnent have been included. All values are based on October 1,
1980 levels and reflect the following general assu:miptions:

Basis for Measuring Power Value

Power values are the benefits produced by a hydroelectric plant and reflect
a mcasure of society's "willingness to pay" for the power produced. Becau.e
willingness to pay cannot be directly measured, power values are based on
the surrogate costs of constructing and operating the most likely alteriA-tive
if the hydroelectric project is not constructed. This cost is given as the
inveqtiLent cost (capaciLy value) necessary to construct the most likely alter-

* native and the production cost (energy value) which results from operation
' of the alternative.

• Power values are based on an analysis of the difference in "system" costs
resulting from the system being operated using the alternative and using the
proposed hydropower addition. System operat 1mg costs for each ef the;e
cases are simulated using a probabilistic production costing computer model.
The POWRSYM Version 48 production costLing model was used for this analysis.

.-
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Electric "S v.'ten" Simulated tJ. i ,,. the !!on.

The combinead 1.'MP Pool syste'a. , au they .re project,2d to exist in 1990, wtrt.
selectcd as the "e:ystea" .sirulatd t:iri. the prodution cosLiw . ,d.J.]. For 199),

the total energy r.aiuireicnt for this sys-ta is projecte,.d to be 160,654,000O
megavatt-hours with a peak lo',d of 32,349 ... ,g.att., expected to occur d riut "th

surxm.'r period.

Adjustrent Factors Applied to Power Values

The capacity value includes a credit of 5.0 percent to reflect the greater
operating flexibility of the hydroelectric plant. In addition, the capacity
value has been reduced by 6 percent to incorporate the relative value of thLe

hydroelectric plant capacity bised on the probability distribution describiuL;
its availability in comparison with the availability of the coaL-fueled sta;.i-
electric plant alte ruative. Accordingly, the capacity value given in thie
attached table Is applicab].e to the .i lraIll c-pacity of the propo,;ed hydro-
electric plant and already incorporate,- the consideration of dependable caIpacity.

The cnergy values given in the attached table refi e.t: the inclu-,ion of the
o .- ener.,y value adjustment" vhich results fro. th,. di ,tLcenc,4 in aunu. "sy5t-:

encrgy production bet,,e:..n the steam-electric alf:4.r, t L\-( -Ind the hydroelectric
project. For the energy valuos sho,.ma, a credit of 0.9 mills/k6'h was inclded.

Encrgy values are given based on both currer, fuel ro~t levels and on projected
real fuel price increases. Escalated real fuel coc;Ls assune a 1990 projt.ct-on
-line date and a 7-3/8 cost of uoney to levElize the-u over the 100 year life ,f
the hydroelectric plant. Real fuel cost escalation factors were taken frrom
DepartLent of Energy data published January 23, 1980 in the Federal pugt-ter,
Part IX.

If you have any questions regarding these power values, please let us know.

Sincerely,

Lawrence F. Coffill

Regional Engineer

Enclosure:
As stated
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POWER VALUE SUMX.ARY

Lock and Dam No,. ), lHi'qissipp1 River

(Octob&vr 1, 1980 Cont base cnd 7-3/8' COBL of Monecy)

4C00 Q: Unir rInntallation

Capacity Vnlue $97. o/IVW-yr
(based on installed capacity)

Energy Value -

Current Fuel Costs $87J4

Escalated Real Fuel Costs $28.2/?Wh

Annual Hydroelectric Benefit

Energy Benefit
32563 MWh @ $28.2/MVh $ 918,277

Capacity Benefit
4800 kcW @ $97.00/kW-yr $ 46 5O00

Total Annual Benefit ,q _23  3&e7U

7,200 kH 12 Unit Installation

Capacity Value $97.00/kW-yr
(based on installed capacity)

Energy Value -

Current Fuel Costs $18.8/MWh
Escalated Real Fuel Costs $28.4/MWh

Annual Hydroelectric Benefit

Energy Bcnef it
47665 I-fvh @ $28.4/XWh $1,353,686

Capacity Benefit
7200 kW @ S97.00/kW-y $ 698,400

Total Annual Benefit $2,052,086
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APPENDIX C

HYDROLOGIC POWER AuND ENERGY ANALYSIS

For this reconnaissance study, three options were proposed initially.

These options were for 8, 12, and 16 units producing 4.8, 7.2, and 9.6 MW,

respectively. It later became clear that several powerhouse locations

would have to be studied for each option, and that the 16-unit, 9.6-MW

option would be costlier tha. the other two options. At this point, the

16-unit option was set aside, pending the outcome of the other two options.

AVERAGE ANNUAL ENERGY

The flow duration technique was used to estimate average annual energy

production. The daily flows for the period of record are grouped into tlow

classes. Each flow class is then plotted according to its cumulative per-

centage of occurrence. The curve (see plate C-1) can be assumed to repre-

sent an average year.

Since the head varies significantly, 5 years of data (representing

wet, damp, average, dry, and very dry years) were compiled to determine a

head versus flow curve. This gross head was reduced by the estimated trash-

rack and tailrace losses to produce the curve of estimated net head (also

shown on plate C-1).

The power available depends on the factors of head (H) and flow (Q).

The amount of the power produced by the turbine depends on its efficiency (e).

Power (kW) Q (cfs) x H (ft) x e
11.8

For every point along the flow duration curve, the power is calculated for
I

the available flow. If the flow available is greater than the design

C-1



flow, the turbine flow is calculated by the orifice equation to be

proportional to the square root of the ratio of the available head to

the design head. The efficiency is taken to be constant at e = 0.86.

The average annual energy is represented by the area under the power

curve. In plate C-1, these areas have been calculated for both the 8-

and 12-unit options. The average annual energy calculated for the 8-unit

option is 33,000 MWh, and that for the 12-unit option is 45,300 MWh. The

data for the flow duration curves is shown on plate C-2.

FIRM POWER EVALUATION

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission requested the firm power

for the two critical periods of July-August and December-January. The

only problem with this request is the lack of definition of "firm". No

hydropower is 100% certain, because it relies on rainfall. Plants with

considerable storage can achieve quite high reliabilities, such as the

99.4% reported at Sault Ste.Marie. A run-of-river plant has relatively

lower reliability for firm power.

Plates C-3 and C-4 show the flow-duration curves for July-August

and December-January, respectively. Firm power for a given percent of

time, say 85%, is that power available at least 85% of the time. For

December-January, values were calculated for 85, 90, and 95% reliability.

For July-August, values were calculated for 80, 85, and 90%. These

values of firm power are shown on plate C-5.

AVERAGE WEEKLY GENERATION

To calculate the power values to be assigned to a proposed site,

its performance within the proposed power network is simulated by a

C-2
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computer program. In order to do this, tile proposed generation schedule

is required on a weekly basis. One could average all the flows for each

week in the year for the period of record, giving expected weekly flows,

and thereby the amount of energy generated for each week. The method chosen

was to simulate weeks out of the monthly averages. Starting with January,

each monthly flow was proportioned out into weeks and the extra days which

begin the first (partial) week in the next month. The flows were chosen

to vary from week to week, but also so that the daily flows for the month

averaged to the monthly average. The flows and energy for both options

r~i

are shown on plate C-6.

As a check on validity, the annual totals were calculated. The

values check within 2% for the 8-unit option, and about 5% for the 12-unit

option. The reason for these differences is that variations which would

normally occur within a week are lost in the averaging process. Values

were adjusted somewhat within months to try to account for this.

L
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PLAN OF STUDY
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APPENDIX D

PLAN OF STUDY

REPORTS DEVELOPED

STAGE I - RECONNAISSANCE STUDY

The study for hydropower addition will be conducted in two stages.

during the first stage, principal emphasis is on identification of resource

management problems, concerns, and opportunities. Because of the intro-

ductory nature of the planning process in this stage, the effort involves

analyzing a wide range of data, which may be more qualitative than quanti-

tative. The general purpose of this stage is to initially analyze the water

and related management problems and opportunities and evaluate in a pre-

liminary fashion alternative solutions. The product of Stage I is a recon-

naissance report which shows the results of the analysis; recommends or

terminates further study; and, if further studies are recommended, outlines

a plan for future studies.

STAGE II - FEASIBILITY STUDY

The feasibility report analyzes differences among alternatives and the

e corresponding effects of tradeoffs between the national economic development

and environmental quality objectives. Major study efforts will involve col-

lection and evaluation of required data and formulation of an optimum scale

D-i
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.!,-,c opment. Rccommendat Lons , ' , I e :cde in t:ie report for authikri-

z:-tion of the plan selected. However, the authorization by Concqre-ss,

.Idvance planning, and funding hI (Fongress will he necessary before a,.

tne measures recommended in the feasibility report could be developeu.

PUBLIC INVOL'EMFNT

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

The objective of public involvement is to actively involve the public

in hydropower studies to ensure that these studies respond to public needs

and preferences to the maximum extent possible, within the bounds of local,

State, and Federal programs, responsibilities, and authorities.

. . The public is any affected or interested non-Corps of Engineers entity

in:luding other Federal, regional, State, and local government entities and

officials; public and private organizations; and individuals.

To be responsive to F_ Lic needs and preferences, Corps planning must

include a continuous dialogue between the Corps and the public. The need

or cooperation and coordination among Federal agencies concerned with water

*- resources development has become more apparent as the Federal interest in this

* - -ctivity has grown. The interests of affected States and involved local in-

terests are significant concerns and must be recognized and considered. In



ment , regional economic: -T-rl ... ul..d

,.. ., . . .I r .. t'rw !t~ .s11 r - &. . i- -'r.

policy of the Co rps to ,ordinate the hvydrop,,:.-. ---r,,.- , , ,-

differences whlerever ,) .:-;i )Ie. i'o accommod'itt til: !i, ,u,

and coordination, the Corps w! 11 hold wrks ,

discuss study progress and elicit reaction t, patent.Lil pr ,miW.

PUBLIC MEETINGS

In addition to developing m effective puti!I involvement )r. i

citizen and agency coordination and informal ;;,rksh'uTs, tile Corp .i i.

two official public meetings to afford all intetests ix. i opportunity t, e-x-

press their views and furnish specific data on matters pertinent to the stud'.

These meetings will be held after initial public contact; and prelim.,inar-y

studies are undertaken through consultation with the agencies and the rublic.

[he purpose of each meeting is described as fil lows:

a. At the completion of thc rknmoi,ix, itrd',, Whi , it ,rit

tions are known but before a plan has been tentatively selected, a midstudv

public meeting will be held. A major purpose of this meeting is t, present

the results of preliminary s toidios including tht id.' t s mad di:-ii in Ltg.

of the various alternatives to the extent that ot i:flrit. iTm- :

0 developed and to further devel-op public x ,ews an I IH ir. , part i' lair as

thev relate to the various alt, ;matives.
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b. A late-stage public meeting will be held after detailed studies

and before feasibility report completion. Findings of the detailed studies,

including the rationale for any proposed solution, and the tentative recom-

mendations will be presented. This meeting will ensure that any plan pre-

sented would be acceptable.

STUDIES REQUIRED

PLANNING

Planning studies will assess the power potential and issues related to

its development. Alternative solutions will be investigated. Current formu-

lation criteria and policies will be used to evaluate the development of

*alternative plans incorporating both nonstructural(l) and structural measures

as appropriate. Analysis of alternatives and impacts of trade-offs among

national economic development, environmental quality, and social well-being

will be assessed in selection of the best solution. The major study effort

will be to select a final plan that best meets overall needs and formulate

the optimum scale of project development. As an integral part of the planning

effort, coordination will be maintained with the public throughout all stages

of the study. Report preparation and development will be a specific responsi-

bility of this study element. Also, by using sound planning practices the

study schedule will be maintained.

(1) Nonstructural alternatives are not required for small-scale hydropower

projects of 25 MW or less.
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The economic analysis deals primarily with development and dpplication

of benefit-cost analysis which is the most frequently used and accepted

procedure for project economic evaluation. The objective of this analysis

is to relate all project economic benefits to all project costs accruing

to the project.

Studies to evaluate the economic worthiness of the project will include

formulation of alternative project cost and benefit streams, screening and

ranking of alternatives, benefit-cost analysis, and determination of risk

and uncertainty related to project outcomes.

Average annual costs, using current interest rates, will be determined

within the St. Paul District office. Annualized power value, benefits will

be supplied by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (see the section

entitled "Power Value Analysis" in this appendix).

D-5
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ENGINEERING

The types of engineering studies that will be performed include hydro-

logic power evaluation, foundation, mechanical and electrical, civil features,

and design and cost studies. All of the studies undertaken will be accomplished

using appropriate engineering standards, regulations and guidelines and will be

summarized in a report appendix for each study.

Hydrologic Power Evaluation

Hydrologic power evaluation establishes how much water can be diverted

through the turbines and the hydraulic head associated with this flow. Studies

S-for evaluation of power will essentially be an update and refinement of the

technique used in the reconnaissance study.

Related studies concerning the flow pattern changes resulting from hydro-

power plant construction may be required. However, provision for a physical

model study which would completely evaluate flow changes is not included in

the work schedule and cost estimate section of this appendix. Such a study

. is considered unwarranted at this time.

0
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Foundation studies will consist of the nece, sirv r-stiii Ar y,, .

to supplement existing boring and topography infornatir: in ;i i:

considered improvements. Sufficient foundation investig:±tions v.:i !:

to determine the type and engineering characteristics of soils in Iny

development area from field examinations of exposed cuts and channul lu

and from research of existing available boring data. Additional soil Sri os

and subsequent tests will be completed as appropriaite.

Power plant channel design will include riprap if necessary. Final

design of riprap will determine gradation, thickness, size and extent, and

other erosion or scour preventive features. These designs will conform to

current design methods and criteria.

Embankments will be designed which are safe against overtopping during

occurrence of the design flood and stable and safe under extremes of oper-

ation. The embankments will be designed so as not to impose excessive

stresses on the foundation materials, have slopes that are stable under all

conditions of impoundment operations, and provide for control of seepage

through the embankment foundation and abutments as necessary. Final di'signa

will conform to current design criteria.

-7
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Mechanical and Electrical Features

Mechanical and electrical features convert the water's energy to

electricity. These features also control the energy and transmit it to

a power grid.

Studies will include evaluation of major equipment items such as the

hydraulic turbines; electrical generators; and a switchyard consisting of

a transformer, circuit breaker, and switchgear. Included also are supporting

systems which control and protect these major equipment items. Evaluation

of maintenance facilities such as a crane for lifting is also included under

mechanical and electrical features investigations.

Because of plant size and likely marginal economic feasibility, stand-

. ardized turbines and complete generating sets will be evaluated for appli-

- cation. In addition, relaxing the need for some of the traditional control

and protection equipment will be assessed.

Civil Features

The civil features of small hydropower additions include site prepara-

tion works, hydraulic conveyance facilities, and powerhouse and appurtenant

facilities.

49 D-8
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Site preparation includes grading, foundation excavation, drainage

and erosion control, access roads and parking facilities, and construction

noise abatement and dust control. Hydraulic conveyance facilities include

penstocks, tunnels, canals, valves and gates, inlet and outlet works, and

tailraces. Powerhouse and appurtenant facilities include all structures

for powerhouse and equipment handling facilities, foundations for both the

powerhouse and switchyard, and fencing around the project area.

I the civil features of small hydropower additions differ from those of

major hydropower installations. Feasibility of the project may hinge upon

adequate yet innovative designs for civil features. Therefore, studies in

addition to evaluating the above features will include the analysis of

appropriate outdoor type plants, portable lifting equipment for maintenance,

and reduction in normal protection equipment.

Designs and Cost Estimates

Detailed project scope structural designs for all alternative features

will be undertaken. Such designs will be in accordance with accepted criteria

and guidelines. Design work will also include drafting of all report charts,

illustrations, and plates in accordance with drafting standards. A detailed

estimate of first costs will be accomplished including appropriate allowances

for advance engineering, design, and contingencies. The estimates of first

costs will reflect prevailing price levels for similar work in the area and

be based on recent price information. An estimate of annual costs including

appropriate allowances for operation, maintenance, and scheduled replacement

of major project features will be prepared. These annual costs will be based

on the interest rate prevailing at the time of report completion.
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MARKETING ANALYSIS

The Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for performing market

analysis for Federal hydropower projects. The DOE will be provided a copy

of this reconnaissance report and other data it believes it needs to complete

its analysis. Its output would be a statement that power which the project

would produce could be marketed at a price that would ensure repayment of

project costs plus interest and operation, maintenance, and major replacement

costs within the required 50-year period. Results of the marketing analysis

will be included in the feasibility study.

POWER VALUE ANALYSIS

Hydroelectric developments must be planned and evaluated as components

of comprehensive river basin plans as well as units of the electric power

supply systems in which they are incorporated. In regard to the above, the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) provides input to determine

- financial and economic feasibility of Federal hydropower projects.

Benefits attributable to the hydropower projects are determined and

furnished by FFRC in close coordination with the DOE and will be used in the

above mentioned economic and financial feasibility analysis. Power values

*-  are the benefits produced by a hydroelectric plant and reflect a measure of

D-10
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soc et' s wi iiigness to pay for the ; )oWL ')rt'duL-d f,. l ult willingness

to pay cannot be directly measured, power valutes are based on the surrogate

costs of constructing and operating the most prfbabl- altetrnative if the

%. hydropower project ig not constructed. This cost is given as an investment

cost (capacity values) necessary to construct the most probable alternative

and the production cost (energy value) which results from operation of

the alternative.

ENVIRONMENTAL

Environmental studies will be undertaken to identify the impacts of

alternatives and any selected plan on the natural and human environment.

The objectives of these studies are to:

a. Assemble information on environmental elements which may be affected

by hydropower alternatives and examine the interface between the social,

economic, and environmental attributes in any project area.

b. Provide an environmental "early warning system" identifying the re-

sources and amexiities, both natural and man-made, which are part of the

region's physical, biological, and cultural environments; are of local, state-

wide, national, or international significance; and should be preserved or

protected.

D-il
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c. Identify opportunities or possibilities for restoration and enhance-

ment of the environment.

d. Provide an environmental inventory including scientific names for

public information and participation discussions and coordination with other

government entities.

Specific environmental work items would be as follows:

1. An investigation into Lake Onalaska flow patterns and an effort to

predict changes in flow patterns in the lake that would result from operation

of the alternative hydropower installations.

2. An effort to predict changes in sedimentation rate and distribution

in Lake Onalaska because of the operation of the alternative hydropower

installations.

3. An identification of measures that could improve the condition of

Lake Onalaska or other mitigation to benefit fish and wildlife in conjunction

with hydropowqr development at lock and dam 7.

*4. A calculation of benefits resulting from measures that would be

taken to improve the condition of Lake Onalaska in conjunction with hydropower

development at lock and dam 7.

- 5. An effort to predict changes in tail water flow patterns resulting

from operation of the alternative hydropower installations.

6. An investigation into changes in available tail water fish habitat

resulting from construction and operation of the alternative hydropower

installations.

D)- 12



[ 7. An effort to predict entrainment and impingement mortality of fish

passing through the alternative hydropower installations.

8. A study to predict the impact of entrainment and impingement-

caused mortality on fish populations.

9. A study to predict the effect of the alternative hydropower installa-

tions on fish movements and the impact of restrictions of fish movements on

the fish populations.

RECREATION

The recreation studies will investigate and document any recreation

demand that could be satisfied by feasible recreation features incorporated

in all nonstructural and structural alternatives and the national economic

development, environmental quality, and recommended plans of improvement.

Recreation studies will include survey-scope designs and cost estimates of

proposed features. The location and extent of any lands required for recre-

ation measures will be established. Monetary benefits attributable to satis-

fying unmet recreation needs will be determined in accordance with accepted

guidelines. The need for and provision of project-related recreation measures

will be established in accordance with local and State recreation guidelines.

Project-related recreation features that might be considered include, but are

not limited to, camping and picnicking facilities, boat docks, swimming areas,

hiking and biking paths, scenic overlooks, and pedestrian bridges and other

accesses. Provisions for use of facilities by the elderly and handicapped

will be considered in the design of any recreation features. Appropriate

4drawings, sketches, or illustrations showing any proposed recreation facili-

ties will be included in the feasibility report.
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SOCIAL

Studies will be made to evaiuatc,, tha so,&ia. effects of all possible

changes in any project on the residents of the area, esspecially effects of

construction on French Island. Special emphasis will be made to determine

these effects on those underprivileged, handicapped, aged, or minority

groups affected. An assessment of the social effect of possible nonstruc-

tural changes in any project will be made. Effects of power line siting willK

be considered in social investigations.

L. INTRAOFFICE COORDINATION

The requirements of the planning process necessitate an interdisciplinary

planning approach to identify and define the planning objectives, develop

creative alternative plans, and analyze a broad range of complex issues, in-

cluding the probable economic, social, and environmental consequences of

plan implementation. This is best accomplished by a planning team which em-

ploys a diversity of professional skills.

The interdisciplinary team approach works best when all participants

have equal opportunity to be involved. This requirement does not mean that

all participants will be involved in each activity, task, or stage, only

that they will be involved when their skills could have a material effect

on study progress and output.

D4
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The role of the study manager is pivotal to the successful accomplish-

ment of interdisciplinary planning since the manager is responsible for

coordinating and synthesizing the efforts of all involved. A study team

concept described above with a study manager coordinating that team will

be instituted early in the feasibility study.

WORK SCHEDULE AND STUDY COST ESTIMATE

Milestone schedule

Milestone No. Designation Completion

6 Submission of draft feasibility report Fall 1984
(including DEIS)

7 Stage 3 (Stage 2 for hydropower studies)
checkpoint conference Fall 1984

8 Completion of action on conference MFR Fall 1984

9 Coordination of draft feasibility Winter 1984-
report and DEIS 1985

10 Submission of final feasibility report Spring 1985

and revised draft environmental impact

statement to Division

To accomplish the schedule, the Corps needs $10,000 in fiscal year

1981, $195,000 in fiscal year 1982, $170,000 in fiscal year 1984, and

$40,000 in fiscal year 1985. The study cost estimate (PB-6) shows the

* breakdown of that funding.

I D-15
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ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

1.0 STUDY AREA

The study area is the geographic area that would be most directly

affected by construction of a hydropower installation at Lock and Dam 7.

The far-field effects of a hydropower installation can be very distant

from the source. For example, the electricity produced is transmitted

great distances, and effects on a riverine fish population could be

noticed in other parts of the river system. For the purposes of this

Reconaissance Report, however, the study area includes Pools 7 and 8 of

- the Upper Mississippi River, the shoreline areas of this reach of the

river, and the portion of western Wisconsin in La Crosse County, Wisconsin.

2.0 NATURAL RESOURCES

* -2.1 Terrestrial Resources of the Study Area

2.1.1 Physical Geography- The main geographical feature of the region is

the Mississippi River gorge or valley. Cut through the Prairie du Chien

group limestone and St. Peter sandstone of the unglaciated uplands of

western Wisconsin and southeastern Minnesota during glacial or preglacial

times, the valley is about 5 miles wide at Lock and Dam 7. Bluffs rise

about 360 feet above the level of the river on the Wisconsin side and

about 520 feet on the Minnesota side. The Mississippi Valley in the

study area near Lock and Dam 7 contains not only the river and its flood-

* plain, but a prominent series of stream terraces, deposited and cut during

glacial times. In the vicinity of Lock and Dam 7, the river and its

floodplain occupy the western side of the bottomland. There is no

stream terrace on the Minnesota side, except in the valley mouth at

* *La Crescent. The complex of terraces in the Onalaska area to the east

of Lock and Dam 7 rises in a series of scarps to approximately 100 feet

above the floodplain and is breeched by the abandoned channel (now

inundated) of the Black River.



2.1.2 Soils-The floodplain soils are alluvial materials deposited since

the glacial period. The soils are clay, silt, and loam, sometimes sandy

and often dark with organic matter. The subsoil is sand, which grades

". to coarser gravel and sand. Soils of the wetland areas are peaty and

dark, derived from decaying organic matter. The soils of the floodplain

are underlain by glacial outwash. Soils of the uplands in the study area

are complex, with sandy loams on the stream terraces and heavier

loess-derived soils farther inland.

2.1.3 Climate-The climate of the study area is humid-continental, with

wide temperature extremes. The yearly average temperature is 46 degrees

and the average annual precipitation is about 29 inches.

2.1.4 Vegetation-Terrestrial vegetation of the study area consists of

two main types: the xeric and dry-mesic forests of the uplands and the

floodplain forests along the Mississippi River and Black River valleys.

The upland forests are predominantly oak, ranging from savannah on the dry

side of hills to more mesic forests on the protected side, with gradual

transition stages in between. Some remnants of former prairie vegetation

exist on the river terraces, such as French Island and Brice Prairie.

Pool 7 has 21,049 acres of floodplain: 3,947 acres in woody vegetation,

primarily bottomland hardwoods with silver maple, cottonwood, and black

willow, and 860 acres in terrestrial herbaceous vegetation such as

sedge meadows. The Pool 8 reach of the Mississippi River floodplain is

* 39,274 acres, with 6,832 acres of woody vegetation and 3,100 acres of

terrestrial herbaceous vegetation. More detailed inventory and description

of vegetation of the Mississippi River bottomlands is presented in Minor,

Caron, and Meyer, 1977, and Curtis, 1956.

2.1.5 Wildlife-Much of the floodplain area in Pools 7 and 8 is managed as

part of the Upper Mississippi River Wild Life and Fish Refuge. The extensive

E-2



bottomlands provide much valuable wildlife habitat. Whitetail deer, fox

squirrel, gray squirrel, cottontail rabbit, and ruffed grouse are

important terrestrial game species. Furbearers such as muskrat and

*: beaver are common. Trapping is an economically significant activity in

the study area. The Mississippi bottomlands in the vicinity of Lock

and Dam 7, especially Lake Onalaska, are noted as a feeding and resting

area for a variety of migratory waterfowl, including canvasback ducks.

2.2 Aquatic Resources of the Study Area

2.2.1 Waterbodies-The Mississippi River within the study area is

impounded a, Lock and Dam 7 at Dresbach, Minnesota, and at Lock and Dam

8 at Genoa, Wisconsin, to form Pools 7 and 8 of the waterway system.

The Black River, originating in westcentral Wisconsin, flows into the

Mississippi in Pool 7 at the head of Lake Onalaska. Tank Creek and

Shingle Creek are also Wisconsin tributaries to Pool 7 that, along with

I the Black River, form an extensive delta above Lake Onalaska.

Pool 7 is 11.8 miles long and has 9,129 acres of aquatic habitat. The main

channel of the riv,.r covers 2,195 acres; 922 acres are side channels;

1,150 acres are sloughs; 39 acres are ponds; and about 4,821 acres are

open water lake. About 6,414 acres have submergent or emergent aquatic

and marsh vegetation. Lake Onalaska covers about 5,400 acres in the

lower third of Pool 7. Water enters Lake Onalaska from the Black River

and from the Mississippi through a chain of islands separating the lake

*O from the main channel to the west. Water exits the lake over the Onalaska

Dam and Spillway, into the formerly abandoned Black River channel that

is now inundated by Lock and Dam 8, and to the main channel of the

* Mississippi through channels between several islands immediately above

Lock and Dam 7 in proximity to the proposed hydropower site. The

lake contains several islands and extensive areas of submerged and

O emergent aquatic, vegetation. The average depth is about 5 feet.

E-3



Pool 8 is 23.3 miles long and has 14,963 acres of aquatic habitat. The main

channel covers 4,297 acres; 4,978 acres are side channelB;; 3,640 acres

are sloughs; 1,311 acres are lakes; 278 acres are ponds; and 430 acres

are tributary river. The Black River, the La Crosse River, and the

Root River are tributaries to the Mississippi River in Pool 8.

Hydrological characteristics of the Mississippi River at Lock and Dam 7

*are discussed in the Hydrology and Power Potential section, above.

2.2.2 Water Quality-The Mississippi River in the vicinity of Lock and

.* Dam 7 is moderately hard, with total hardness rarely exceeding 175 mg/I CaCO3.

° The dissolved oxygen concentration is generally in excess of 60 percent

saturation. The river is well supplied with the plant nutrients nitrogen

and phosphorous, sufficient to sustain dense algal blooms during the

summer months. Water temperatures fluctuate annually from 00 C to about

300C. Turbidity varies seasonally with discharge and algal concentration

• "ranging from about 2 to 30 JTU. The water quality of the Black River

is similar to that of the Mississippi River, but has higher concentrations

of dissolved organic matter and a darker color.

Lake Onalaska, immediately upstream of the potential hydropower location

4at Lock and Dam 7, has a high capacity to inflow ratio and a high

*' sediment trapping efficiency. Between 55 to 60 percent of the inflowing

* suspended sediments and 100 percent of the bed load of inflowing water

are deposited in the lake. There has been an alarming loss of lake volume

." in the last 40 years since closure of Lock and Dam 7, with up to 50 percent

loss of depth. The lake is progressing toward hyper-eutrophy and drastic

changes to the character of the lake are expected in the next 30 to 40

years (River Studies Center, University of Wisconsin-La Crosse,1977).
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2.2.3 Fisheries-The extensive ,,ater aru'a ;and diversiLy of fi;h habiLat

in Pools 7 and 8 of the Mississippi River ',ipport , ahonlont atd

diverse fishery. Seventy-four sptcies of fish h ive ben report,,I frorl

Pool 7 and 86 species of fish have been reported from Pool R. This r ,

of the Mississippi River has previded sport and comm tr IiiL f ih 1 i,

throughout man's development of the region.

The sport fishery harvest has been relatively constant in magnitude,

and the diversity of sport fish species ensures iome stability to sport

fishing in the area. Angler harvest for the period 1972-1973 was

estimated to be 166,949 pounds of fish from Pool 7 or 10.74 pounds

per acre. Blue'gil i, crappie, white bass, sauger, wil leye, channel

catfish, and freshwater drum are the most commoniy caught fish

(rasmussen, 1979). Because of their proximity to the La Crosse metro-

politan area, Pools 7 and 8 receive some of the highest sport fishing

pressure on the Upper Mississippi River. Ice fishing is popular,

especially on Lake Onalaska. Taiiwater fishing below Lock and Dam 7

is also popular, especially during the spring.

The commercial fishery in Pools 7 and 8 is of economic significance. The

average annual total catch between 1953 and 1957 was about 400,000 pounds

for Pool 7 and 790,000 pounds for Pool 8. Carp, buffalo, atfish, and

freshwater drum are the commonly harvested fish.

2.2.4 Wetlands-The abundance and diversity of fish and wildlife in the

study area are supported by a complex riverine wetland system. A variety

of wetland habitat occurs in the Mississippi River floodplain. Vegetation

ranging from submerged aquatic plants to bottomland hardwood forests

provide scenic diversity and valuable habitat.
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2.3 Significant Natural Resources of the Study Area

The following resources of the study area are resources that are considered

outstanding, critical, unique, and deserving of protection.

2.3.1 Refuge and Natural Areas-The Upper Mississippi River Wild Life and Fish

Refuge, administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, covers much

of the Mississippi River floodplain in the study area. The State of

Wisconsin administers the Midway Prairie Scientific Area bordering Lake

Onalaska north of La Crosse, natural areas at Tank Creek, and a turtle

nesting area at river mile 711. The State is considering several other

areas for designation as natural or scientific areas within Pools 7 and 8,

especially at the head of Lake Onalaska and the Black River delta.

The State of Minnesota has no designated natural or scientific areas within

the study area, but does maintain a computerized inventory of significant

natural resource locations within the State in conjunction with the Natural

Heritage Program.

2.3.2 Fishery-The fishery, especially of Lake Onalaska, as described in

Section 2.2.3 above, is a significant resource of the study area.

2.3.3 Lake Onalaska-Lake Onalaska, as described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2,

besides providing outstanding fishing plus feeding and resting habitat for

*migratory waterfowl, is considered a critical resource because of its

changing physical condition.

2.3.4 Migratory Waterfowl-The Mississippi River valley in the study area

* .is noted for its migratory waterfowl, including the troubled canvasback duck.

A heron and egret rookery exists at the delta of the Root River on Pool 8.

* The abundance and diversity of these waterfowl in the study area, the

precarious status of some of the waterfowl species, and the popularity of

waterfowl hunting and observation make this resource significant in the

study area.
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2.3.5 Threatened and Endangered Species-Several federally-listed endavn'gred

or threatened species have been observed in thu study area. The

bald eagle, a threatened species, winters in and migrates through the

k. " Mississippi valley, concentrating below dams or near the mouths of tribu-

taries. The Higgins' eye pearly mussel, an endangered species, has been

reported in both Pool 7 and Pool 8. The endangered peregrine falcon

used to frequent the area.

2.3.6 Wetlands-Wetland areas are now recognized as valuable and are

protected by Federal law, Executive Order, and various State and local

regulations. The extensive riverine wetlands of the study area are a

significant resource.

3.0 SOCIAL SETTING

Lock and Dam No. 7 is located within the La Crosse, Wisconsin, Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (SM4SA). The population of the La Crosse

SflSA was 85,855 in 1975 (a 5.7 percent increase from 1970). Although

the city of La Crosse has experienced a decline in population over that

period, surrounding communities such as Campbell and Onalaska have increased

in population. La Crosse SMSA per capita income in 1974 was $4165, compared with

$4,466 for the State of Wisconsin. Major industrial employers are retail

trade, services, and manufacturing.

4.0 RECREATION RESOURCES OF THE STUDY AREA

Pool 7 is the sixth largest of the 13 pools in the St. Paul District in

terms of water acreage. The city of La Crosse, located immediately downstream

4 of the dam structure, is the largest city in the District located on the

river south of the Twin Cities. The pool area receives a great deal of

public use pressure from the residents of La Crosse and is rated as the

third most used pool segment in the District.

Most points along the outer limits on each sidet of Pool 7 are accessible
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by highway, with the city of La Crosse being the focal point for highways

serving both Wisconsin and Minnesota. The new Interstate Highway 90,

which crosses the river just downstream of Lock and Dam 7, provides a

rapid and unrestricted means of reaching the lower end of the pool. from the

* Minnesota zone of population influence.

Two major parks are adjacent to Pool 7, both State parks: O.L. Kipp Park

in Minnesota and Louis Nelson Park in Wisconsin. The Lake Onalaska area

provides an excellent wildlife and fishing area and attracts large numbers

of duck hunters and year-round fishermen. Opening day duck harvest in this

area is approximately 3000 to 4000, all species combined, with an average

seasonal harvest of approximately 10,000 to 15,000. Creel surveys taken in

1972-1973 indicated that during that time period approximately 60,000

fishermen fished an estimated 218,500 hours and had an average catch of

1.5 fish per hour. Overall activity occasions for the pool are expected

* to increase from an estimated 670,000 in 1980 to 970,000 in 2025. Pool 7

ranks second highest in terms of needs for recreation resource facility

development for all river pools within the District.

Pool 8 is the third largest pool in the District. Goose Island, located

midway between the dams, is one of the most heavily used recreation sites in

F-.

the northern portion of the river. The highway transportation system is

similar to thi.t of Pool 7, providing access to areas around the pool

I! with LaCrosse serving as a focal point. But railroad lines along both

sides of the pool, as in Pool 7, in many areas limit car access to the pool.

Major resource areas include Reno Bottoms, a major wildlife refuge, Crosby

Slough, and the Target Lake Area. The main channel north of Genoa adjacent

to Brownsville and north of La Crosse is heavily used for powerboating

and water-skiing.
E-8
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Again, similar to Pool 7, the majority of recreationists appear to reside

in the La Crosse area and, according to recent surveys, have indicated a

higher perception of resource crowding than indicated by users in adjacent

pools. Activity occasions throughout the pool are projected to increase'

K- from 955,000 in 1980 to 1,300,000 in 2025. Estimated resource deficienCies

in the pool have been indicated for boat-launching lanes, linear trails, and

small-game hunting areas.

5.0 CULTURAL RESOURCES OF THE PROJECT AREA

The Mississippi River valley has been intensively occupied during prehistoric

and historic times. Indian villages were located all along the valley floor,

and burial mounds were built along the bluff tops. The valley has also been

occupied historically by European peoples. In La Crosse county,

a number of sites are recorded representing predominately Woodland, Oneota,

and Mississippian components.

- -. One Woodland and/or Upper Mississippian camp or village is located in the

*northeast corner of Section 13, TI6N, RSW. This site would not be adversely

affected by the proposed project.

Within the proposed project area, no known prehistoric and/or historic sites

are recorded. As of 12 November 1980, no sites currently listed on or eligible

* . for the National Register of Historic Places are located within the

project area.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE SELECTED ALTERNATIVES

The following discussion on the impacts of construction and operation

of a hydropower facility at Lock and Dam 7 is only general. It describes

the potential impacts that are reasonably foreseeable at the present. A

*detailed analysis of the potential impacts has not been made.

*1.0 IMPACTS OF SELECTED ALTERNATIVES ON NATURAL RESOURCES

' 1.1 Impacts of the No Action Alternative

The no action alternative would have no impact on the existing natural

*" resources of the study area and would maintain existing conditions.

1.2 Impacts of the 8-Energy Unit and 12-Energy Unit Alternatives

1.2.1 Differences in Potential Impacts between the Two Alternatives-

There would be few differences in the kind of impacts resulting from

the construction and operation of the 8- and the 12-energy unit

alternatives. The differences between potential impacts of the two

alternatives would relate mainly to magnitude. Such dif-

ferences are discussed below in the context of their expected occurrence.

1.2.2 Construction Impacts of the Selected Alternatives

1.2.2.1 Construction Impacts on Terrestrial Resources-Terrestrial impacts

of hydropower development at Lock and Dam 7 would result primarily from

construction of an access road, a construction storage yard, approaches for

a cofferdam, construction site preparation, excavation of a discharge channel,

a powerline corridor, and disposal of excavated and dredged materials.

*The existing dike between French Island and Lock and Dam 7 would be used

for an access road to the construction site at the east end of the dan.

A short loop to the south of the dike and a low-water bridge would be

necessary for the access road at the spillway. Construction of approaches

* and the low water bridge would disturb about 2 acres of floodplain forest.
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Detailed site plans have not been developed; excavated material lay-down

areas and dredged material disposal sites have not been identified.

Construction activity near the east end of the dam (exclusive of on-land

disposal area for dredged material) would result in the clearing of an

estimated 5 acres of floodplain forest. The 12-energy unit alternative,

because of its larger size, would require the excavation and dredging

of more material and would disturb a somewhat larger area of floodplain

than would construction of the 8-energy unit alternative.

Transmission of electrical power from a hydropower plant at Lock and

Dam 7 would require a powerline right-of-way and transmission lines.

Alternative routes for a powerline corridor have not been identified.

The most direct route would extend east across the floodplain to tie

into existing lines on French Island. Some clearing of trees and distur-

bance of soil would occur. The wires could interfere with the flight of

birds, especially migratory waterfowl. Location of a transmission line

corridor would require careful study to minimize impacts upon the flood-

plain wetlands and upon migratory waterfowl.

Construction activity, noise, and dust would disturb wildlife in the

immediate vicinity of the access (dike) road and the construction site.

1.2.2.2 Impacts of Construction on Aquatic Resources-Material would be

removed from the riverbed, riverbank, and the existing storage yard area

at the east end of the dam to provide a curving approach and discharge

channel for the hydropower units. Two temporary cofferdams would be

constructed, one on the upstream side of the dam and one on the downstream

side, to allow dry excavation and working conditions inside the cofferdams.

A permanent closing dike would be constructed, extending from the existing

dike to the first island separating Lake Onalaska from the Mississippi River.

- This dike would prevent scouring of the existing dike and would prevent, to
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mire degree, increased currents in the southwest west portion of Lake Onalaska.

Material would be placed in a wetland area for the spillway stream crossing

for the access road. Rock riprap would be placed ol all newly exposed

riverbanks or the banks would be otherwise protected from erosion.

Tht. amounts of materials that would be excavated, dredged, or filled have

not yet been determined, and material disposal areas have not been

dc.signated. The 12-energy unit alternative would require the excavation

and dredging of a larger amount of material for the intake channel, dis-

h .rge channel, and powerhouse than would the 8-energy unit alternative.

Impacts to aquatic resources that would be associated with earthwork and

* dredging include burial or excavation of bottom substrate and increases

*in suspended solids concentration and turbidity in the water column. An

estimated maximum of 5 acres of bottom substrate would be permanently

aitered. Benthic life in this area would be destroyed, and would not

ri.' olonize with the same abundance or community composition because of the

mubstrate character and increased current velocity. Some tailwater fish

.,pawning and foraging habitat would be lost during construction. Place-

Sment of additional rock riprap would increase hard substrate available

for colonization by macroinvertebrates. Increases in turbidity and

-ouspended solids concentration in the water column would be temporary

and fairly localized. A more thorough analysis of the impacts associated

0O with dredging and deposition of material into open water or wetlands for

L

the hydropower project would be made in a 404(b) evaluation.

L

0 lRiver flow and Lake Onalaska flow patterns would be altered by the upstream

(nOfferdam during construction. Tailwater flow patterns below the dam

*wOluld be altered by the downstream cofferdam. The overall effect of
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construction on river flow patterns would be a ight shift of river flow
to the west. The easternmost two or thrL t~i tr ; te boys would not he

functional during construction. Otf t fro1 1r Viku Onailaska would be

restricted near the existing dik,. Outflow would incr,,a u in the several

more northerly channels between the chain of islands that separates the

lake from the river.

1.2.3 Impacts Associated with Operation of the Selected Hydropower

Alternatives at Lock and Dam 7

1.2.3.1 Operations Impacts on Terrestrial Resources-Either selected

hydropower alternative would be operated as a run-of-the-river installation.

No alteration of water levels on Pools 7 and 8 would be expected. No

shoreline erosion or destruction of shoreline vegetation would be expected

from hydropower operation at Lock and Dam 7. Riverbanks that would be

subjected to increased current velocities in the vicinity of the hydropower

installation would be riprapped.

Increaseu human activity along the access road dike that forms much of

the southern boundary of Lake Onalaska could disturb migratory waterfowl

on the lake and other wildlife in the adjacent floodplain. The spillway

stream crossing would allow increased access to the river and adjacent

floodplain from the French Island side.

Some noise would be generated at the powerhouse.

Transmission wires could interfere with the flight of migratory birds.

* Much of the land area disturbed in construction would be replanted and

allowed to return to floodplain forest.
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1.2 Operations Impacts on Aquatic Resources-Because no water level

f!uctuations would be induced by hydropower operations, distant effects on

liLtoral areas of Pools 7 and 8 are not expected.

Changes in water flow patterns both above and below Lock and Dam 7 are

expected. Both the 8-energy unit and the 12-energy unit alternatives would

* divert a substantial portion of the Mississippi River flow through the

* turbines. This fraction would vary seasonally with river discharge and

the head differential at the dam. Essentially all the river flow would

pass through the turbines at certain times of the year (winter). The

12-unit alternative would divert a larger portion of the river flow than

the 8-unit alternative.

These changes in flow patterns could alter flow patterns in Lake Onalaska.

Given the lake's critical sedimentation problem linked with its hydraulic

retention time, the effects of water flow patterns induced by hydropower

installation deserve further study. Tailwater flow below Lock and Dam 7

would be altered considerably, with much of the flow through the dam

.asing through the turbines. Changes in flow patterns, current velocities,

and bottom contour, along with an increased amount of rock riprap in the

vicinity of the discharge channel, would alter the character of the tailwater

fish habitat below Lock and Dam 7. Operation of the hydropower

installation would increases current velocities on the east side of the

"4 tailwater area and generally decrease velocitities below the dam to the west.

The extent to which these changes would affect fish populations using

tiie tailwater area at Lock and Dam 7 is not known. Operation of the

12-unit alternative would have a greater impact on flow patterns than

w(Iuld the 8-unit alternative.
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Operation of the hydropower installation is not expected to significantly

affect water quality. No gas supersaturation probl I 2is art k -.:ikt ed. The

reduction in turbulence caused by diverting water from the dari jates

through the turbines could reduce the potential for aeration of water at

the dam. With the good dissolved oxygen conditions in the Poo' 7 rea(h

in the river, this reduction is not expected to be a significant impact.

Entrainment and impingement of adult fish, eggs, and larvae induced by

the hydropower units are not expected to significantly affect fish populations.

] . The size of the tube type turbines and the relatively slow speed of the

runners should allow survival of most fish, eggs, and larvae passing

through the units. The magnitude of increased fish mortality at Lock and

* Dam 7 that would be caused by fish passage through the hydropower units

over existing fish mortality sustained by passage through the dam gates

is not known. There would be no intake bays or physical barriers to

lateral escape by fish at the intakes of the hydropower units, except

for some widely-spaced trash racks. Approach velocities of water to the

turbine intakes, which would have a large influence on the amount of

entrainment of adult fish, have not been determined.

The closure of dam gates to divert water through the powerplant would

restrict movements of fish through Lock and Dam 7. It is known that

-* fish movements up and down the river do occur with some species, such

as saugers and white bass, but the degree to which fish movements would

be restricted by hydropower development at Lock and Dam 7 and the impact

• of these restricted movements are not known at this time.

The intake and discharge channels could require occasional dredging to
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maintain adequate depth and configuration. The impacts of this maintenance

-- dredging on the aquatic system are not expected to be great. Dredged material

disposal areas for this potentially necessary maintenance work have not

been identified.

- 0 SOCIAL IMPACTS OF HYDROPOWER DEVELOPMENT AT LOCK AND DAM 7

The most significant social impacts associated with the installation of

hydropower units at Lock and Dam 7 would resgilt from construction activities

* - and the addition of transmissi6n lines and corridors required to distri-

bute generated power. In addition, social impacts would result from disposal

of dredged and excavated material, employment opportunities, distribution

of project costs and benefits, and conflicting resource use.

* The social impacts of construction would be most severe in residential

areas of the town of Campbell. Residents of Campbell would be temporarily

inconvenienced by the hauling of construction materials, equipment, and

byproducts and by workers commuting to and from the work site through

residential areas. Impacts associated with these activities include increased

noise and air pollution levels, road damage and repair costs, disruption

of daily neighborhood activities, and a threat to the health and safety

of neighborhood children caused by additional constuction-related

traffic.

*Transmission lines and corridors would be necessary for transporting power

generated by the facility at Lock and Dam 7. The social consequences

associated with placement of transmission lines and corridors would be

k s;ignificant and must be closely studied so that adverse social ipacts can

be minimized and appropriately mitigated. Such an action may have social

impacts because of relocation of private residences and/or commercial

businesses, disruption to community cohesion, loss of property,
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decrease in property values, inequitable distributuion of project cost

and benefits, and/or controversy.

Social impacts would also be likely to occur from disposal of excavated

and dredged material. The degree and direction of these impacts depend

on the means of disposal and the disposal site(s) selected. Similarly,

* the extenet and significance of the project's employment and economic

benefits depend on other factors such as project size, size and location

of the construction firm awarded the contract, and project operation

and maintenance needs. Thus, further studies are required to determine

the impacts descfibed above.

An inequitable distributi6n of project costs and benefits may occur if

afeas inconvenienced or disturbed by construction activitits, transmission

lines and corridors, or other project-related activities do not receive

benefits (additional power, lower electricity costs). If persons paying

the costs perceive this inequitable distribution as unfair and

avoidable, controversy is likely.

Controversy may also arise if hydropoer operations prove incompatible

with present resource uses such as managemnt of fish and wildlife refuge

lands or recreation.

3.0 DIPACTS OF HYDROPOWER DEVELOPMENT AT LOCK AND DAM 7 ON RECREATION

The most significant impacts on recreation users and resources to be

generated by the project are assumed to be directly related to the discharge

of the turbines. The potential impacts on fisheries have been discussed

above. The altered tailwater flow patterns could create boat safety

problems which must be addressed in future studies. It is uncertain at

this tine what the impacts will be on fisherman user patterns at the dam.
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Thu road access across the dike is used by fishermen to gain access to

the spillway area. This access would not be available to them during

construction, and a short-term decrease in fishery use is expected.

Most adverse impacts of the project, assuming a run-of-the-river

operation, should be minor and short term. Improvements to current

recreation use at the site might result if planned for during project

S".construction. These actiong might include fish habitat improvements

in the discharge area and improvements to bank fishing access for the

* -ypillway site.

There has been some initial discussion regarding a possible

visitor interpretation center to be located adjacent to Lock and Dam 7.

If such a facility is identified and included in the Corps update to its

recreation master plan, supporting facilities which could be implemented

as a result of this study should be included.

4.0 TIPACTS OF HYDROPOWER DEVELOPMENT AT LOCK AND DAM 7 ON CULTTRAL RESOURCES

Essentially the entire proposed construction area for the installation

was previously disturbed-by the construction of Lock and Dam 7. The potential

for intact prehistoric and/or historic archeological sites to still exist

is low. Bridge construction at the spillway would be in a

previously undisturbed area; however, it is a low floodplain forest area.

The potential for cultural materials to be located in this area is low. The

only standing structure in the immediate project area is Lock and Dam 7.

* Project coordination has been initiated with the Wisconsin State

Archeologist, the State Historic Preservation Officer, and the Heritage

Conservation and Recreation Service.

I- -
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5.0 OUTSTANDING ENXIRONMENTAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED W'ITH HYDROPOWER
DEVELOPMENT AT LOCK AND DAM 7

The foli6wing is a list of environmental issues that ahve been identified

as deserving special attention in future planning efforts for hvdro-

power development at Lock aid Dam 7. Some of these issues were identified

as important by the Fish and Wildlife Service in initial coordination

(see letter in Appendix B). Further detailed studies are necessary to

quantify existing resources that might be affected, to better predict

the type and magnitude of potential impacts, and to develop appropriate

:iians tor mitigating or minimizing adverse impacts.

I. Impacts of construction on wetlands.

2. Effects of hydropower dperation on Lake Onalaska flow patterns
and the associated impact on sedimentation rates and the aquatic biota.

3. Effects of altered tailwater flow patterns and fish habitat on
fish population and fish utilization of Lock and Dam 7 tailwater area.

4. The potential for entrainment and impingement of adult fish, eggs,
larvae, and young in the turbines and the impact of the increased
mortality on fish populations.

5. The impacts of transmission lines on migratory waterfowl.

6. The impacts of construction on endangered species, especially

the Higgins' eye pearly mussel and bald eagle.

7. The effects of a hydropower installation on the Lock and Dam 7

tailwater sport fishery and associated recreation.

8. The effect of construction on social conditions on French
Island.

9. The effects of construction on any currently unknown cultural

resource in the project area.

p.E
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